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143 ex-POWs enjoy 
first day of freedom 
Levers 
and knobs 
PSoiMrojMiovo ey Steven I. Honoon 
Thk cempuret located at The Northweii Ohio University Computer Center 
handlei recjittration scheduling. Univenily payroll and other required computer 
services. There hat never been a mechanical breakdown reported on this 
machine 
CLARK AIR BASK. Philippines 
IAPI Trie (irsl American war pri 
soners lo gain freedom since the Viet- 
nam peace agreement experimented 
last night with some pleasures of life 
outside Communist prison camps 
\ total of 143 military and civilian 
prisoners flew away from captivity. US 
from North Vietnam and 27 from jun 
gle prisons in South Vietnam 
All but one. who remained in a Sal- 
fan hospital, were ferried to this U.S 
base for the first stop on their way 
home 
Back under the IIS flag, the I'OWs 
telephoned their families in the United 
Slates, tinkered with the TV sets in 
their rooms at the Clark Air Base 
Hospital and dined on steak and eggs 
FOUR OF the 143 were lick enough 
to be brought back on Utters Man) 
others looked pale and wan. particular 
ly those released at l.oc Ninh in South 
Vietnam. 
They flew into Clark after their re- 
lease was delayed 11 hours by a dispute 
Loan rules effective March 1 
By Jim Wastermaa 
Staff Reporter 
New regulations for Student Guaran- 
teed Loans will go into effect on March 
1. to offset the discontinuation of the 
National Direct Student Loan program 
Beryl Smith, director of student 
financial aid. said yesterday the 
amount of the loan and determination 
of whether it shall be interest-free will 
be determined bv the Financial Aid 
Office 
THE GUARANTEED Loan is an 
educational loan a student receives 
from private lenders, such as banks, 
credit unions and foundations 
Smith said the National Student 
Direct Loans, supplied directly by the 
University, will probably be discon- 
tinued next year because the budget 
President Nixon submitted to Congress 
does not contain funds for them 
Smith said the Guaranteed Loan Pro- 
gram is designed for middle-income 
students who are not eligible for educa- 
tional grants 
To apply for a Guaranteed Loan the 
student must contact the lender for an 
application and necessary forms The 
application must be processed through 
the educational institution. 
Students applying for the loan must 
complete an American College Testing 
Family Financial Statement 
IACTFFSI to determine the student's 
real need for a loan If a need is shown, 
the Financial Aid Office will recom- 
mend to the lender the amount needed 
THE LOAN will be interest-free until 
10 months after graduation or defer- 
ment status The seven per cent in- 
terest rale will be paid by the federal 
government during this period The 
student may have up to five years to re- 
pay the loan after graduation or ter- 
mination of his studies 
This Guaranteed Loan will be 
harder to gel because the student will 
have to deal with an outside source and 
not only with the University, like be- 
fore." Smith sard 
The Guaranteed Loan is not a new 
loan. It just has new regulations and. in 
some cases, students who couldn't get 
interest-free loans before will be able 
to get them now 
The loan limit has been increased 
from $1,500 to $2,500 a year, but no loan 
can exceed the expense of attending the 
University The larger loan limit offers 
greater assistance to married students, 
graduate and out-of-state students 
Smith urges anyone who plans to 
apply for a Guaranteed Loan and has 
not filled out the ACTFFS. to complete 
a statement now so it will be on file in 
the Financial Aid Office. 
"IT TAKES about a month lo process 
the statement and it may take longer in 
June or July, so I urge students lo com- 
plete a statement very soon.'' Smith 
said 
He suggested that students who have 
already completed the ACTFFS. con- 
tact a home town bank to make an 
application for a loan 
He said he believes the loan is a good 
one for students because il is a long 
term loan and the interest is paid by 
the government during the first 10 
months after graduation 
The present Educational Opportunitv 
Grant will also be replaced by one of 
President Nixon's programs, the Basic 
Opportunity Grant 
SMITH SAID Ins office has received 
very little information on the grant, ex- 
cept that the lederal budget includes 
$622 million for it, and that it would 
offer greater assistance to more Stu- 
dent! Ihan the present grant program 
"The     Basic    Opportunity     Grant 
should be a good grant   It .-ill depends 
on the level of funding it receives." he 
said 
Smith urged anyone with questions 
about the new programs to contact the 
Financial Aid Office, 372-2781 
"We want the students to be aware ol 
ihe changes so they can prepare them 
selves for the coming year." he said 
between the South Vietnamese govern 
ment and the Viet Cong 
Hut the commander ol the Clark An 
Base Hospital. Col John W  did told 
newsmen alter his staff ol more than 
tin physicians and specialists ran ■> 
quick check     The general  physical 
condition of the personnel is good 
LEFT BEHIND in North and South 
Vietnam and Laos are 4 111 other \ineri 
cans   mainly  military  personnel   who 
are scheduled to he released in three 
more groups over Ihe next six weeks 
Those in the first group wolfed down 
ice  cream    steak,   corn  on   the  cob. 
chicken and strawberry shortcake foi 
their first meal in freedom  Musi had 
requested  and   got -that   typical   1.o< 
rather than the bland diets planned b) 
doctors to ease then transition from 
pi ison life 
Spokesmen said many ol the pri- 
soners pul in calls to then families at 
home alter dinner  and others watched 
themselves on taped broadcasts ol 
then arrival 
THE FIRST of lour hospital planes 
three from Hanoi, one from Saigon 
fei i led ill 40 prisoners 
It brought them from the North Viet 
nainese capital   where they, had tiled 
through a wire fence and moved 50 
yards across ihe tarmac to board then 
flight to freedom MOM walked aboard 
a few were carried in Intel - 
During the two and one-half hour 
flight, they appointed Navy ('apt 
Jeremiah A |)enton Jr of Virginia 
Beach. Va.. lo express their 
sentiments lo Ihe cheering US base 
personnel, families and newsmen on 
hand at Clark to greet them 
We ,ui  happ) i" have this nppor 
tunny lo serve our country under diffi- 
cult clrcumstam es I tenton said as he 
stepped i n si from the plane 
"WE ARE profoundly grateful to our 
commander in chief and to our nation 
for this day God bless Vmerica 
The   late-night   arrival   ol   the  pri 
-•oners from South Vietnam contrasted 
sharpl)  with the arrival of those from 
Hanoi 
\i in ing .il (lark  the Air Force and 
Navj aviators from Hanoi briskly 
emerged from their aircraft, saluted 
and shook hands with ihe official wel- 
coming party and waved at the crowd 
ot military personnel and newsmen 
MOST OF THE » men from South 
Vietnam had been held lor years by the 
Viet Cong in tunnels md jungle vil 
lages Civilian Douglas Ramsey was in 
captivity. t"i seven ve.irs 
Thej insisted on wearing the Viel 
Cong-issued pajamas ol pastel green 
and blue cloth until they entered Clark 
hospital. 
The prisoners from the South also 
seemed --In ol Ihe huge press reception 
awaiting them and seemed uncertain 
whether to shake hands with Adm 
Noel Gayler. commander of U.S. 
forces in Ihe Pacific, and the other 
welcoming dignalaries 
one reason lor the shyness ot the pri- 
soners from the South was probably 
ihe isolated nature ol their confine- 
ment 
An escort officer said he goi the 
impression on the Might lo Clark from 
Saigon that one ol the I'OWs had not 
even been informed that Americans 
had landed on the union. 
Families release pent-up emotions 
Happiness accompanies POWs 
By Louise Cook 
Associated Press Writer 
The glimpse ut a long-gone face and 
the sound of a long-silent voice brought 
unreserved happiness yesterday lo the 
families of U.S. prisoners of war freed 
by Ihe North Vietnamese and the Viet 
Cong 
Releasing the emotions held in check 
through long years of false peace 
reports and months of supposedly last- 
minute delays, the POW relatives 
screamed, wept and laughed 
MANY WATCHED telecasts of the 
arrival of Ihe prisoners at Clark Air 
Base in the Philippines Later. Ihey 
waited for long-distance calls from 
husbands, brothers and sons 
"Baby. I read you fine Everything is 
fine." Ms Robert Purcell told her 
husband an Air Force lieutenant 
colonel shol down near Panoi on July 
25.1965 
There had been an erroneous report 
from military authorities that Purcell 
would nol come home, thai he had 
given up his place to another prisoner 
whose mother is seriously ill 
Both men made the trip from Panoi 
to Clark, however, and Purcell spotted 
her husband in a television broadcast 
"HE LOOKED younger than the last 
lime I saw him." she said Seven hours 
after the broadcast. Ihe telephone 
rang 
Col. Robinson Risner of Tulsa. Okla. 
telephoned President Nixon 
Press secretary Ronald I. Ziegler 
said Risner. captured on Sept 16. 1965. 
telephoned the Western White House 
and told Nixon. "All of the men would 
like to meet you personally and express 
gratitude for what you have done." 
"My time is yours on that point." 
Nixon responded Ziegler said the 
President added that a meeting could 
be arranged after the prisoners are re- 
united with then families. 
Evelyn Guarino of Satellite Beach. 
Fla.. said her husband. Air Force Col. 
Lawrence Guarino. captured in June 
1965.  sounded  the  same during ,i  10 
minule phone conversation as he did 
before he left 
"HE TOLD ME his eyes were so full 
of tears he could hardly see He's so 
happy to be Iree   And he wished me a 
happy wedding anniversary 
Wednesday Valentines I lav is the 
Guarinos 30th anniversary 
Ms Cyril F Reynolds of Bala 
Cynwyd. Pa., a Philadelphia suburb 
said her son Jon. an Air Force major 
captured in November 1965. sounded 
like he'd only been away a week." 
Reynolds said she had watched her 
son's arrival on television "When I 
saw him get off the plane. I watched 
him so closely He walked line and he 
shook hands so linn   And he said he's 
just line just line     I'm so excited 
Isn't it wondeilul' 
THE WAIT WAS extralong for Ihe 
families ol 27 men • 19 servicemen and 
eight civilians - held in South Vietnam. 
Their release was delayed more than 
11 hours by a dispute over the freeing 
ol some prisoners ol Ihe South Viet- 
namese 
All hut one ol ihe 27 ultimately were 
Mown to Clark to join the 116 men re- 
leased by the North Vietnamese 
The remaining man was taken to a 
hospital in Saigon. 
Don'f scream, don't struggle 
Rape defense tactics suggested 
By Curt Hailett 
Makeup Editor 
What do you. a 5'5". 105-pound 
woman, do if a 6'. 220-pound man 
attacks and tries to rape you'1 
According to assault expert Frederic 
Storaska. what you want to do least is 
to try to slop him and fail, leaving 
yourself with no further plan of action. 
"I'm very concerned about what you 
do if you are assaulted, but I'm more 
concerned with what you do when what 
you do fails." he said. 
"SUPPOSE you hit the guy with a 
book, just bang him over the head The 
most that's going to do is give him 
Excedrin headache number 15. and 
aggravate him. And then what do you 
do-say whoops, sorry?" " 
Storaska. speaking last night to a 
crowd of about 600 people in the Grand 
Ballroom.   Union,   said   he   doesn't 
advocate    using    weapons    in    self- 
defense 
"A fingernail file carried in a purse 
is a weapon. But the first thing a 
woman drops when she's attacked is 
her purse, and there you are in the dark 
looking for a purse, with a 200-pound 
guy looking for you 
"In 95 out of 100 cases where a 
woman attempts to use a weapon 
against her attacker, the weapon is 
taken away and used against her." he 
said. 
Storaska said there are three tactics 
a woman can use if she is attacked. 
"The first is to use martial art. such 
as karate or aikido. But the trouble 
with this is that few Americans are 
willing to make the sacrifice to learn 
it." 
"The second thing is screaming. This 
may work, but what if it doesn't? The 
rapist hits you. rapes you. and kills 
you." 
THE THIRD alternative, he said, is 
to struggle. But he said that this 
frequently ends up with the woman 
receiving further injuries, and may 
even arouse the attacker more. 
"The main thing that you must 
remember is that whatever you do 
must either work, or if it doesn't, it 
must do you no harm." he said 
"What I advocate is that you go 
along with the attacker until you see a 
chance to safely react I'm not saying 
you should allow yourself to be raped 
Just go along until you have a safe 
chance of escaping." he said. 
Instead of striking the attacker, the 
woman should try being gentle with 
him and actually acting receptive, he 
said. But when the opportunity to 
escape comes, the woman should take 
it. 
"If you go along with him. it may 
take as long as three to five minutes 
for him to become aroused enough to 
allow penetration, and that's three to 
five minutes of precious stalling 
time." he said. 
Storaska described several ways in 
which a woman can disable her 
attacker enough to allow escape when 
the time is right. 
He said that a woman can easily 
blind a man by simply putting her 
hands gently to the man's face and then 
jabbing at his eyes with her thumbs 
He also said that a woman can make 
a move to fondle the attacker and at 
the first opportunity grab his testicles 
and pull, thereby incapacitating him. 
"Rape is as bad a thing as can 
happen to a women, but it should be 
viewed in its proper perspective." 
Storaska said 
"If the man has a knife or a gun it's 
up to the woman to disarm him by 
demonstrating that he doesn't need it 
You can handle the sex. but can you 
handle a knife at your throat?" he 
asked 
Neweehele by Steven L I 
Frederic Storaska 
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equal rights 
A joint committee of the Ohio House of Representatives and 
Senate will hold an open hearing tonight at 8 on the Equal 
Rights Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 
We urge any person who can possibly make the trip to 
Columbus to be there. 
The amendment, which would ban discrimination on the 
basis of sex. must be ratified by at least 38 states The Ohio 
General Assembly will decide within the next few weeks 
whether it should become one of the 38. 
If the amendment is not ratified, we will have allowed our 
state legislators to declare it legal and just to discriminate 
against one half of our population. 
Failure to approve the amendment will, in effect, deny 
women the right to claim equal pay for equal work. 
It will effectively bar them from occupations and activities 
to which they can make a worthwhile and legitimate 
contribution. 
It will deny them the opportunity to fulfill themselves as 
human beings-an opportunity that few people think should be 
barred to men 
We must not allow a small group of legislators-most of 
them male-to deny women equal rights with men. 
It is importanl that the legislature is convinced that women- 
-as well as men-have been created equal and are eligible for 
the same rights and privileges offered by the Constitution 
Hul they will not be convinced if the people who will benefit 
from the amendment do not speak up. 
The joint committee will hear testimony lor the amendment 
lonight and again two weeks from tonight. 
II you believe in equal rights, be there 
If you cannot attend, telephone your representatives and let 
them know that their constituents,ire for the amendment 
It you cannot afford a telephone call, write to them. 
Lei OUT legislators know that the Kqual Rights Amendment 
must pass 
•me BG news 
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compulsory arbitration 
By William F. Buckley. Jr. 
They are talking, now that wage and 
price controls have about as much 
practical sanction as an Episcopalian 
bishop, about the great strikes that lie 
ahead It is true that major industries 
will need new contracts this spring, 
summer, and fall, and that the mood is 
surly 
Some workers were denied wage in- 
creases they thought themselves en- 
titled to during Phase I and Phase II 
The profits of industry have been high, 
though not exaggeratedly so - they 
were higher, as a percentage of the 
gross, in 1965 -- so that there is an easy 
target for the labor union leaders. 
And most important of all. Congress 
is dominated by Democrats who never 
KWKBir 
bestir themselves against labor union 
effronteries, and Republicans who. in 
Miami last summer, for the first time 
declined to mention their commitment 
to Section 14 ibl of the Taft-Partley 
Law. which permits the individual 
states to pass right-to-work laws ille- 
galizing union shop contracts 
IT WAS AT the express request of 
Richard Nixon that the Republican 
Platform Committee left out its usual 
plank on 14 i b l and that may have been 
the proximate obeisance to organized 
labor that got him George Meany's 
neutrality during the campaign. So 
what is to stop big labor from exer- 
cising its muscle? 
American conservatives are divided 
on how to deal with inordinate union 
power They are agreed that no single 
union has the right to tie up an entire 
city, let alone the entire nation But 
they lean, and quite rightly so. to 
organic reforms calculated to revive 
the therapeutic powers of the market- 
place 
If. let us say. a single union controls 
all the people who man the trains, the 
subways, the buses, and the toll booths 
leading into a city, then the proper 
reform is to deny to any single union 
the right to organize so comprehen- 
sively, even as the antitrust laws would 
not permit a single corporation to own 
all the buses, trains, and subways, 
except in extraordinary circumstances 
and then subject to close regulation 
But what to do if remedial legislation 
is in fact politically impossible'' There 
Leuera 
america sinking fast 
When we truly think about it. what 
country do we have even though our 
blood has given fertility to the soil We 
an even being chased olf the shores ol 
Africa We cannot and will not be fully 
UltmUated 80 where do we go from 
here'' 
If white Americans look a little 
closer at their so-called system and not 
be duped in illusions of patriotism and 
tradition, they 1 working-class 1 will 
somewhat     ask     themselves,     "is 
blending of notions 
By Nicholas von Hoffman 
The other afternoon Stephanie Mills 
was in her kitchen chopping onions, 
mixing her own kind of curry powder. 
7 squeezing limes over a bowl of chicken 
to make a marinade, and talking of 
Julie de Lespinasse a frenchwoman 
who died 197 years ago Stephanie had 
researched Julie's existence to sec it 
she could find anyone else in history 
E with a parallel occupation 
This long-dead hostess ol the 
; Enlightenment was. like Slef today. 
I subsidized to run a salon You won t 
j see Diderot and the other philosophs in 
j Stef's battered and studential-looking 
; apartment on the second floor of one of 
• those Berkeley frame houses 
Nor is the conversation stylized 
- epigrammatic, and it's not to be 
'- believed that Madame de Lespinasse 
' said things like. My theory is if we 
' break bread together we're obliged not 
; to kill each other 
THE FRENCHWOMAN must have 
I had a brigade of servants Stef does all 
J the     cooking,     table-setting,     and 
■ dishwashing alone She says. "I tried it 
; for a while with I helper, but with my 
• incunabulist's mind I have all these 
; quirky ways that don't fit in with 
> someone else." 
De Lespinasse had a patron to back 
• her; Stef has a foundation It is willing 
"to invest in serendipity" perhaps 
!   because the Point Foundation got its 
money itself from the proceeds of an 
unorthodox enterprise that nobody 
could have guessed would make a 
couple of million dollars in profits 
That enterprise was (he Whole F.arth 
Catalog 
Point isn't like the Ford or the 
Carnegie Foundation with staff people 
leading mink-upholstered lives 
judiciously wasting money on weighty, 
multi-paged inconsequentialities You 
don't have to be a heavily credentialed 
member of an overly respected 
institution to get money from Point 
They've even been known to give 
people a grant to spend a year doing 
nothing - but don't bother to apply for 
that They seek out those recipients 
themselves and just drop the money on 
them 
EVEN THE POINT Foundation 
must placate the Internal Revenue 
Service so Stef is required to hand in 
reports on what she's doing las Julie 
de Lespinasse most certainly didn't in 
her unbureaucratic times). 
Stef's reports give you the 
impression of the wide variety of 
people she has to her twice-weekly 
dinners ecologists. literateurs 
politicians, Zen abbots, movie makers, 
and free-floating freethinkers who 
refuse ordinary categorization 
Stef isn't one for filling out forms so 
her reports may not convey the full 
flavor of her dinners For instance, 
there was the evening that The Whale 
Lady, the head of Project Jonas, a 
cetacean preservation society, took a 
shine to the San Francisco sheriff s 
badge 
IT'S A UNIQUE badge with the 
peace symbol in the middle of it. and 
The Whale Lady was almost out the 
door with it before the sheriff got tough 
and made her give it back 
But more often Stef simply aims at 
introducing people who might 
otherwise not ever meet, and hopes (or 
the best But that is antithetical to the 
spirit of cost-benefit analysis black 
ink on the bottom line, and let's see the 
results It doesn't bother Stef. who at 
24 has learned to wait and look askance 
at too many results 
Four years ago she caused a minor 
national turor when she gave her 
college valedictory speech and said 
she'd never give birth to a child that 
would have to live on this planet Since 
then she's worked in ecology and 
population control and has come to the 
idea of the salon not only because she 
knows things work slowly but because 
she doubts her competency to give 
lectures and to lead movements. 
Paving been an editor, speechmaker 
and activist. Stef has found a way of 
blending the very oldest and the very 
newest notions of a woman's role and if 
she can't know what will come of it she 
does know they helped hatch the 
French Revolution in Julie de 
Lespinasse s living room 
Weahtnaren Ntl-Kinf Natures Syndicate 
America truly ours?" 
With the onslaught of the Nixon 
Administration big business, we can 
see that America belongs to the 
Duponts. Fords. Shell. Standard Oil. 
Texaco Oil. United States Rubber Co.. 
(ieneral Motors. Kennedy's. John P 
Qttty and above all Poward Pughes 
SO WHO does America belong to? It 
is obvious Does it belong to the brave 
DEAD heroes of four wars'" It 
certainly does not belong to its original 
inhabitants 
It does not belong to the Chicano or 
Mexican Americans and by far it does 
not belong to the black Americans who 
do not want to eat of the American pie 
It is mildewed and molded underneath 
We are rooted in America but no 
country have we, as a people The 
majority of blacks refuse to 
amalgamate, assimilate or integrate 
into a sinking ship of pie eaters, 
launched by the wine of the present and 
past administrations 
It is true that black people were 
more patriotic to America than most 
of its first class citizens We had hope, 
but it was the " great white hope": Lin- 
coln. F. D Roosevelt. Truman. Eisen- 
hower, and John F Kennedy 
The world of Negro glamor, business 
and bourgeois have Nixon They are 
sinking too There can never be hope. 
except monolithically. of any 
crystallization of guilt from America 
as to the injustices heaped up on 
minority peoples 
HOPE IS based on revolution, and 
hand-outs on reform We do not need 
someone to smile down on us as their 
brothers We do not need the smiles or 
the looking downward because we yet. 
remain invisible 
America has come to mean four 
things: indoctrination for whites, 
subjugation for blacks, toyance lor 
Indians and indignation forChicano's 
America is a great nation but what 
happens to a nation of technological 
sertism and indentured servitude 
(black Americansl when the serfs and 
indentured servants (95 per cent of 
population! are controlled by five per 
cent 1 big business) and law and order. 
Eventually, as there came about the 
French Revolution and the Roman 
Empire did fall. America is a sink.ng 
ship and one I care less to go down 
with. But. what land can I go to that the 
devil does not exist in or have under 
neo-olonial control'' 
Where does one go to get off a 
sinking   ship'   There   is   not   enough 
patriotism   left   in   me   to   keep   re- 
patchmg the holes and the question 
about roe rocking the hn.it is obsolete 
James K  Williamson 
207 Thurstin Manor 
is the school that says: let the public 
suffer, so as to kindle the indignation 
necessary to reformist zeal. It sounds 
good, but the pity of it is that the public 
indignation is extremely short-winded 
v 
A FEW YEARS ago in New York, 
just about everything happened The 
residents were for great stretches 
without newspapers, without public 
transportation, without garbage collec- 
tion, without schoolteachers There 
were laws on the books illegalizing 
many of the strikes 
They were quite simply ignored, and 
in fact when settlements were reached, 
the unions were retroactively im- 
munized As we head for the great 
forthcoming strikes, we should look 
again into the concept of compulsory 
arbitration 
A few things about compulsory arbi- 
tration need to be said The first is that 
no individual is bound by it The Consti- 
tution protects everyone against invol- 
untary servitude 
But the labor union that represents 
individuals is given special protections 
by the law In accepting those protec- 
tions, it recognizes the sovereignty of 
Congress over the rules under which 
that labor union operates, even as cor- 
porations operate subject to the law 
Compulsory arbitration would enjoin 
labor union defiance, not individual de- 
fiance, and would enjoin a lock-out by 
the operator It is he. in fact, who is at 
the mercy of the arbitrator An 
unsatisfactory judgment against the 
owner could result in bankruptcy 
THE WHOLE THING smacks un- 
pleasantly of the syndicalism of the 
protofascists. and there is no reason in 
denying the similarity But there are 
advantages, some of them hidden 
Just as some labor union leaders sec- 
retly welcomed price controls, as 
giving them an excuse for settling for 
something less than was demagog- 
ically appealing, they might be satis- 
fied at being relieved by the ruling of 
the arbitrator of the necessity to 
strike 
The operators could live with com- 
pulsory arbitration so long as the arbi- 
tration agencies did not become instru- 
ments of the political unions And if the 
laws were strictly confined to those 
industries whose reach extends deci- 
sively beyond the affairs of the con- 
tending parties, the market would be 
left to adjudicate the great majority of 
labor disputes 
Compulsory arbitration isn't what 
the paradigm calls for. but it is better 
than what is imminently in prospect 
Washington Stor-Kmg Features Syndicate 
questions priorities 
I would like to question the priorities 
nt I'resulent NiXOO when he says that 
he is going to cut out all of those 
"programs" that don't work but 
doesn 1 say anything about cutting out 
all those tanks and planes that don't 
work 
The President wants to spend money 
to rebuild in North Vietnam what it 
cost us $2 billion to destroy during 
Christmas week bombing, and calls it 
an investment in peace But we don't 
hear any plan to invest in peace in the 
ghettos of our own cities, many of 
which are as devasted as any area we 
bombed in Vietnam 
THE PRESIDENT wants to 
reconcile with the North Vietnamese 
who fought against our sons but refuses 
to even consider reconciliation with 
our own sons in exile. 
He will make friends with the North 
Vietnamese who fought him before he 
will put out a hand to young Americans 
who refused to fight. 
Maybe one of the reasons for the 
absence of general joy about the peace 
announcement is that there is much 
evidence that peace abroad will not be 
matched by peace at home. 
Ann Vaughan 
800 Third St   Apt 4 
fought foolish war 
After reading the opinion expressed 
by Carl Wochele. 802 Sixth Street, in 
"amnesty inequitable" in your paper 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all 
letters to the editor and opinion 
columns Letters may comment 
on any other letter, column or 
editorial. 
Letters should be a maximum of 
300 words, typewritten We ask 
that columns be no more than four 
typed pages triple-spaced 
The News maintains the right to 
edit all submissions that exceed 
these limits, with respect to the 
laws nt libel and proper taste 
Letters and columns must 
include the author's name, 
address and phone number, and 
may be mailed to the Editor, eo 
The BG News 106 Cniversity Pall 
of Feb. 8. I felt compelled to submit an 
opposing view, my view 
Where indeed is the order in our 
society when consideration of country 
ever overshadows consideration of 
self? Where will the order be when 
Kissinger is in Vietnam helping the 
South rebuild while 400.000 young 
Americans are suffering (either in jail 
or exile) because they could not find a 
reason to help continue a war which 
they saw as senseless? 
A war which the rest of the people 
finally viewed in the same way and 
decided to end. Is it "common sense" 
to die or even to kill for something one 
does not believe in? 
I say it is only the fool, who not 
believing in this war. went to fight it 
and to become one of its statistics, if 
the only reason he did so was because 
the "morally questionable" law 
forcing him to go existed, and had not 
yet been abolished "by the people." 
David Willinger 
SOJConklin 
Revamps freshman education 
Tuesday, February 13, 1973. Tha BG N.w»  Poo« 3 
MAP seeks additional support 
Valentine 
cards 
n*#wipf>0fv wy JUsajpn "   WBtrwin 
Joan Atkin, a port-tim* •mpleyaa at the University Poit 
Office, helps sort through just one fourth of sacks and sacks of 
Valentines that the mail room must handle. 
By Jim Carey 
Staff Reporter 
Dr Richard Uiardina dir- 
ector of the Modular 
Achievement Program 
(MAl'i. asked for adminis- 
trative and faculty support 
yesterday at a meeting ex- 
plaining the program 
"If the program is going to 
develop successfully, it will 
have to develop from the in- 
side-from the faculty and 
administrators." Dr 
i i i.ml m.i said 
The program, which grew 
out of the Carnegie Commis 
sion on Pigher Kilm-.ition 
Report, is attempting to re- 
vamp the academic ap- 
proaches for a selected 
group of freshmen 
FACETS of the program 
have already been put into 
effect in the Little College 
and the I'limanities Cluster 
College 
"MAP looks upon learning 
in   self-contained   modules 
and packages, which would 
integrate relationships in an 
innovative and exciting man 
ner." Dr Ciardiana said 
"In addition, we're getting 
away from the notion of the 
set of accumulated hours 
and moving closer to how 
much the student has ach- 
ieved ' 
MAP'l curriculum has 
been divided into four areas- 
cognition and communica- 
tion, man's understanding of 
his environment and him- 
self, a period of specifica- 
tion, and a final period of 
supportive diversification 
"Any member of the pro- 
gram who successfully com- 
pletes the freshman year 
curriculum and has demon 
strated proficiency on a 
year-end evaluation system 
will    be    recommended    to 
receive 90 hours of credit." 
he said 
HE SAID the student 
would then be promoted to 
junior standing 
MAI' participants would 
be subjected to a standar 
dized     achievement      test. 
which could be used to veri- 
fy the achievement progress 
of the student Dr (liardina 
said 
Students who did not show 
the necessary proflctencj 
would receive a percentage 
of academic credit, he said 
Dr Michael Ferrari 
acting provost, said the pro- 
gram is not a "watering 
down" of the requirements 
of a baccalaureate degree 
HE SAID MAI' funding 
might be a foreseeable proh 
lent ' I just hope our legis 
lature might be enlightcmil 
by the program and help us 
financially, like the program 
in California." he said 
Dr Milton K Wilson, pro- 
fessor of business law spoke 
in favor of the program 
The only way we can 
show success is by proving 
that MAT participants are 
achieving more than those in 
the classical teaching 
methods     he Hid 
There are certain indi 
\i.iii.il hazards connected 
with the project hut the pro 
gram can be effective it the 
I'mversity supports it 
Monetary markets close 
as dollar value plunges 
BONN. Germany tAPi 
Most of the world's major 
money markets closed yes- 
terday but in places where 
they opened, and in unof- 
luul dealings, the dollar 
[ell once more 
\mencans on trips in 
foreign lands lound their 
dollar wasn't buying as 
muchaa before 
Monetary    experts   from 
the bigger Western nations 
Were meeting in search of 
ways to halt the crisis that 
could bung devaluation of 
the   dollar,   or   an   upward 
revaluation of the West Ger- 
man mark and the Japanese 
yen-possibly even a com 
lun.ition oi both 
The dollar hit new lows in 
Switzerland, where the offi- 
cial market remained open 
and the plunge meant a 9 per 
cent drop in the dollar's 
value against the Swiss 
franc since the crisis began 
about two weeks ago 
UNOFFICIAL exchange 
markets were open in 
Frankfurt and the dollar 
dropped   through   its   floor 
Alpha Xi Delta offers 
social service award 
Alpha Xi licit.i women's social sorority, is offering a 
$2,500 graduate fellowship for advanced study in the social 
services held The award has been made annually since 
1950 
\n applii ant must be a graduate of an accredited college 
or university, have a grade average of 3 0 or above, have 
applied or been accepted for admission to a graduate school 
oi social work; and be interested in pursuing a career of 
work with children or youth to combat delinquency in the 
I'niled States 
Interested persons may obtain an application from Diane 
Muir. at the Alpha Xi Delta sorority house. 1 Sorority Row 
Applications must be received by Thursday. Feb 15 at the 
Alpha    Xi    Delta    Fraternity    Headquarters.    National 
Philanthropy  Committee.   3447  North   Washington   Blvd 
Indianapolis Indiana 46205 
rate to 3 065 marks This 
means an American wanting 
to buy marks with dollars 
had to pay about 32.S cents 
for each one. .is opposed to 
about 30 or 31 cents before 
the crisis 
Some    West    German 
dealers predicted the mark 
would settle at .nound 3 to 
the dollar or 33 5 cents for 
each mark, which would 
mean a 5 per cent drop in the 
dollar value from the floor 
rale of 3 15 marks 
Hut outside the exchange 
houses, the dollar s value 
was falling even lower 
American Express in Frank- 
furt was cashing up to $100 
per person at the rale of I 97 
marks to the dollar or 33 
and two-thirds cents pet 
mark 
The Japanese official ex 
change market closed down 
Saturday,  remained closed 
yesterday and was closing 
again today Some Aincn 
cans visiting in Tokyo were 
unable to buy yen with dol- 
lars, 
THE MAJOR markets in 
Europe were expected to 
stay closed again today 
Britain's chancellor of the 
Exchequer. Anthony Barber, 
told the House of Commons 
in   London   that   high level 
international talks to resolve 
the dollar crisis are "pro- 
ceeding well " 
Widespread    unofficial 
reports said both the tier- 
mans and Japanese were 
now ready to consider wider 
talks on  a  general  realign 
men) ol world currencies In- 
cluding costlier new rates 
for the German mark and 
Japanese yen and a de- 
valued dollar 
newsnoTes 
Abortion suit 
COLUMBUS lAPl - A doctor here 
has gone to court to try to block an 
abortion, subject of a federal court 
suit aimed at striking down Ohio's 
abortion law 
Dr Thomas M. Hughes filed the 
suit asking to be a trustee for the 
unborn child 
The suit asks for a court order to 
stop (he proposed abortion on grounds 
that "killing an unborn child violates 
the staluatory and common law 
property rights of the unborn child " 
Attorneys involved say this is the 
first time in the nation for such action 
to protect an unborn child. 
Minimum wage 
COLUMBUS lAPl   A bill to assure 
a minimum wage in Ohio comparable 
to   the    federal    minimum   was 
introduced   yesterday   in   the  Ohio 
House by a member of its leadership 
Majority Floor Leader Barney 
Umltor iD-47 Toledol offered the 
proposal    at    a     skeleton    session 
opening the seventh week of 
deliberations for the 110th General 
Assembly 
Quitter's proposal requires Ohio 
employers, with certain exceptions 
to pay a-miniiiiuin of $1 60 an hour OI 
the federal minimum wage, 
whichever is greater after .lulv 1 
1973 
Ohio grants 
COLUMBUS (AIM - Applications 
for Ohio Instructional Grants are now- 
available for the 1973-74 academic 
year, according to the Ohio Board ol 
Regents. 
Students attending any of Ohio's 
state universities. university 
branches, community colleges or 
technical colleges may be eligible for 
grants ranging from $90 to$510. while 
students attending any of Ohio's non 
profit colleges may be eligible for 
grants ranging from $150 to $1.200 
Applications are being made 
available through the high school 
counselor's office at all Ohio high 
schools and through the student 
financial aid office of the colleges and 
universities 
OSU riot case 
COLUMBI s \V\ \ defense 
motion to acquit two persons charged 
with inciting to riot in connection 
with ROTC demonstrations at Ohio 
siaic University last year was 
granted yesterday in Common Pleas 
Court here 
Judge  Haul  Martin  granted  the 
motion   in   the   cases   Ol   Margaret 
Miornik  26 and Colin Neihurger 23 
The charges Stemmed from .in anti- 
wat demonstration m which a crowd 
oi annul 200 protesters blocked a 
street neat the OSU campus foi about 
two hours  May II 
OSU president 
COLUMBUS (API   The chairman 
ol the Ohio State University Board of 
Trustees    yesterday    defended    (he 
board's action to provide President 
Harold    Knarson    with    a    $140,000 
house 
Frederick   It     F.ckley   said   in   a 
statement, "We balleve our decision 
was a good one and in the interest ol 
the state as well as the university 
North Viet POWs 'hard core' 
By Hugh A. Mulligan 
A P Special Correspondent 
BIKN HOA. Vietnam 
(AIM • North Vietnamese 
prisoners leaving their 
prison compound yesterday 
afler years of capitivity 
carried only their bandages 
and their crutches home to 
Hanoi 
"They refused to take any 
peisonal baggage or 
souvenirs of any kind," said 
an American advisor as the 
war prisoners were loaded 
onto trucks for the journey 
to the airport "Those are 
real hard-core guys 
Heads bowed under floppy 
hats or sometimes an 
enormous    bandage,    they 
were marched out of the 
barbed wire enclosure and 
down the road five abreast 
at a limping pace in the 
scorching noonday heat 
SEVERAL     carried 
crippled buddies on their 
backs Others were blind or 
had an empty sleeve or pant 
leg 
Fourteen 2'2-ton trucks 
and four large ambulances 
look (hem (o ('130 transport 
planes, waiting to fly them 
to I'hu Bai. the airport near 
Hue for release at Quang 
Tri 
The 200 North Vietnamese 
all wore faded maroon 
prison fatigues some with 
the letters T U.-Vietnamese 
for HOW. stenciled in black 
ink on the back 
This was the spirit of 73: 
no bands playing, no crowds 
cheering The South 
Vietnamese military police 
in their immaculate 
starched fatigues and 
lacquered helmets refused 
to lend a helping hand as the 
wounded helped each other 
into the trucks. 
FOR HOURS those 
maimed and crippled 
leftovers of war held up the 
long-awaited release of U.S. 
prisoners by staging a 
sitdown strike in their 
compounds 
South Vietnamese 
officials said the 200 North 
Vietnamese and 735 Viet 
Cong prisoners scheduled 
for release steadfastly 
relused to believe that the 
Communist members on the 
four-party Joint Military 
Commission were "for 
real ' 
"They think we are living 
to harm them." said a South 
Vietnamese major "But we 
think it is a last trick they 
are playing on us What is 
one day longer lo them'1 
Maybe they know they are 
better off here than hurrying 
back to the jungle " 
Members of the Joint 
Military Commission 
hurried    over    from    their 
headquarters at nearby Bien 
Boa An Base 
The Communist prisoners, 
after three hours ol 
consultations agreed lo 
hoard the planes headed 
north il members ol the 
Joint Military Commission 
came along with them 
according to an American 
source 
"This was a put-up job 
engineered by the hard-core 
North Vietnamese in 
camp.'' grumbled an 
\iiHTican major 
"It's all just a show to let 
the people back home know 
how firm Ihevare " 
UAO 
Nassau 
Is 
Nice! 
Fly There-You'll Like It! 
March 16-23 
Sign up UAO Office 
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS. 
1515E.WOOSTER 
NEW BUILDING COMPLETED 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS - 
COMPLETELY FURNISHED 
MODEL SUITE 
CALL 
352-7444 
HOURS: 10-12 
1-5 
NOW 
LEASING 
UAO STROH'S 
A PARTY 
(At Stroh's Brewery in Detroit) 
MARCH 3 12-3 P.M. 
FREE FOOD and BEER 
Costs only $4.50 
Round Trip Bus Ticket 
Sign Up In UAO Office 
WE'RE DOING 
IT AGAIN! 
15% DISCOUNT TO 
UNIVERSITY FACULTY, STUDENTS 
& EMPLOYEES ON ALL FOOD 
PURCHASES 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
945 
S. MAIN 353-7675 
- FEATURING - 
Char Broiled Steaks and 
Chop* 
Foil   Course   Family 
Dinner 
1?  VARIETIES 
PANCAKES    ft    WAF- 
FLES 
Open Tnet.   thru   Sat. 
7:3*-S 
Sundays 7:M - 7:M 
412 EAST WOOSTER 
BANQUET ROOM 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
atawas 
The sisters of Delta Zeta 
wish to congratulate: 
VICKY BLACK 
CANDY CHENEY 
SALLY CLEM 
JANET DR0G0MIR 
NANCY HAINES 
JUDY LANG 
BARB LEVIS 
CLAUDIA McAVOY 
GAYE PIERCE 
JACKIE SEIDEL 
LINDA SOUTHAM 
LAURIE 
WOJSNAROWICZ 
SHELLY YORGEY 
Welcome to the 
"active" bunch. 
Send Your 
Heart 
with 
Flowers 
from thej< 
Flowerhouse 
428 E. Wooster 
353-1045 
Winter Pledge Class 
ofSAE 
sez: 
"It's great 
to have 
BIGS" 
4  Ih.BG N.wt. lot.doy, F.biuoty 13, 1973 
Women unite, accept political challenge 
By Kelky Freie 
Newt Editor 
{ Hundreds of Democratic 
'women gathered in Colum- 
Ibus Friday and Saturday to 
"accept the "Challenge for 
Women in Politics " 
Although the conference 
was definitely by and for 
Democrats, beneath the for 
mal speeches and anti-Repu- 
blican battle cries was a de 
sire for all women to be- 
come involved in politics 
Caroline Wilkins. guest 
speaker and chairwoman of 
the Democratic Party in 
Oregon, set the pace for the 
conference when she an- 
nounced   that   Oregon   had 
just become the 27th state to 
ratify the Equal Rights 
Amendment to the U. S 
Constitution 
THE      AMENDMENT. 
which would ban all discrim- 
ination on the basis of sex. 
will be the subject of open 
hearings before a joint com- 
mittee of the Ohio I'ouse of 
Representatives and Senate 
beginning tonight Thirty- 
eight states must ralily it 
before it can go into effecl 
In a Saturday innfning 
news conference. Wilkins 
said proponents of the 
amendment met and de- 
feated an active opposition 
in the Oregon legislature 
She said arguments used 
against the amendment in 
Oregon were similar to 
those used nationally-that it 
will lead to the ultimate 
deterioration of the family 
and will necessitate such 
embarrassing changes as 
one public restroom for both 
sexes 
"However, we brought the 
legislature the message that 
(he Kqual Rights Amend- 
ment was an idea whose 
lime was well overdue." she 
said 
Wilkins advised Ohio 
women to keep "a calm 
voice and a level head and 
go on with the right to ratify 
the amendment." 
Six to receive honor 
Teacher awards open 
Students interested in serving on the 
committee to select recipients of the 
Distinguished Teacher Awards should 
contact Bill Arnold. Student Body 
Organization coordinator of academic- 
affairs, at 372-2951 
Six undergraduate students and one 
graduate student will be selected for the 
committee, which will meet during spring 
quarter 
Six teachers will receive the award, 
established four years ago by the Bowling 
(ireen Parents Club to honor outstanding 
faculty members at the University 
Recipients will each receive $500 
COMMITTEE members will review 
nominations made by departmental 
honoraries. students, faculty and staff 
Nominations will be made during the first 
week of spring quarter 
The committee will study professor-course 
evaluations, make class visits and ask 
students presently enrolled in the classes to 
evaluate the instructor 
The commiUC6 will interview the three top 
nominees in each division (based on subject 
area and approximate number of teachers! 
and select a recipient from each division 
Consider AGAPAKAI PHILEO 
in the month of hearts. 
Romantic Love and Friendship 
Love. 
Consider Little Pleasures 
For That VALENTINE'S gift. 
The perfection of Plants at 
10% OFF 
or add to Her sparkle... 
737 
South Main South Side 
HRS. 9 11 WEEKDAYS 
HRS. 9 11 SUNDAYS 
HRS. 9-12 FRI.& SAT. 
Six 
8 pack 7 up 
16 oz. Returnables 
Reg. '1.05 
NOW  \J+J        + Deposit 
Vi gal. 
White Hall 
Ice Cream 
R<»g. 89c 
Now 59° 
«?_; 
vFH 
<S^.' 
/*"' SAY 
"I LOVE YOU" 
With a 
Valentine Gift from 
Klevers 
Earrings 
Charms 
Bracelets 
Mugs 
Pins 
Watches 
Chains 
fe. Engraved Gifts Our Specialty J 
Gift Wrapping 
% at No Charge 
MAIN     '•—"—••••-—• 
Ph. 353-6691 
NEW HOURS 
DAILY 9:30-5:30 
FRI. TILL 9 P.M. 
SAT. TILL 5 P.M. 
ALTHOUGH the partici- 
pants were attentive during 
most of the earlier sessions 
on precinct workers, voter 
registration and lobbying, 
they gave their most enthu- 
siastic response to a con 
ference on women's rights 
Saturday afternoon. 
Mary Miller, president of 
the Ohio Commission on the 
Status of Women, opened the 
session with a concise des- 
cription of what the Equal 
Rights Amendment will do if 
it is ratified 
"The amendment applies 
only to government action." 
she said. "Restrictive labor 
laws against women will be 
invalid, but those laws which 
offer real protection for 
women will probably be 
extended to protect men as 
well 
"Private employers will 
not be affected, although 
ratification may be a signal 
to legislatures to pass laws 
regulating private business. 
it will prohibit different 
punishments for the sexes, 
although it will not invali- 
date rape laws, since they 
normally apply to a crime in 
which women are the spe- 
cial victims " 
MILLER said the amend- 
ment will require educa- 
tional institutions to admit 
students and award financial 
aid on the basis of ability, 
not sex 
Referring to fears that the 
amendment would require 
men and women to use the 
same restroom. she said it 
will not "prohibit separation 
of the sexes where privacy is 
concerned " 
"The amendment will 
only change domestic rela- 
tions I marriage, divorce, 
alimony i laws that are dis- 
criminatory It will not lead 
■ to the deterioration of the 
family." she said 
"Most women are only 
one man away from being 
heads of households If a 
woman becomes one. she is 
thrust into a world where 
she deserves to be protected 
by the Equal Rights Amend- 
ment. 
"Why do we need the 
amendment? The Declara- 
tion of Independence says all 
men are created equal, and 
that's exactly what it means 
--all men." she said 
MICHAEL Stinziano. 
freshman representative to 
the House who is backing the 
amendment, urged partici- 
pants to use the political 
pointers offered during 
earlier sessions of the con- 
ference to force the amend- 
ment through the Ohio (Jen- 
eral Assembly. 
"You are going to be the 
people who will make the 
difference on whether or not 
the amendment will pass in 
Ohio. " he said "Ohio is tar- 
geted-if they can stop it 
here, they can stop it any- 
where else in the nation 
ignorance and emotion 
have led to its defeat in 
other states Become aware 
of what it will and will not 
do, so you know what you're 
talking about when you work 
to have it ratified " 
Stinziano recommended 
that women attend tonight's 
hearings and confront their 
legislators personally to 
voice their support If they 
cannot make a personal 
visit, he urged them to make 
a telephone call or send a 
handwritten letter 
ACTION, whether for the 
amendment or other issues, 
was stressed throughout the 
conference Women were 
told they had settled for 
stuffing envelopes and 
making sandwiches for male 
candidates too long and it 
was time for them to de- 
clare themselves as active 
participants in the political 
arena 
Marigene Veliquette. the 
only woman in the Ohio 
Senate, said women today 
must become fighters, face 
up to the challenge of 
government and realize 
their own worth 
I don't want to see the 
wealth I've found among 
Democratic women subli- 
mated any longer 
Women must learn that 
Machiavelli means more 
than perfume and cos- 
metics." she said 
Associated freti Wkephoto 
Edward C. Weaver 66, of Freeburg. Ohio hai been 
protesting the Vietnam war tint* 1961 and has 
hair down to his hips plus a foot long board to 
prove it. Ho says ho will got his hair cut onco a truo 
peace has boon established. 
Board evaluates UCF role 
"The freedom to push in 
new directions, to raise 
issues no one else wants to 
raise"-that was the descrip- 
tion of the United Christian 
Kellowship (UCKI pi esented 
during its evaluation last 
week by the Ohio Hoard of 
United Ministries for Higher 
Education (OB UMHEl 
The annual study is an 
evaluation of the campus 
ministry's programs, funded 
in part by OB UMHH. a divi- 
sion of the national I'mted 
Ministries for I'igher 
Education 
The OB UMt'B review 
team included Rev Joseph 
l.'efner. a local minister. 
James Hart, a Toledo 
businessman, and Rev 
Rodger Ridgeway and Rev 
Roger NaiUger. Toledo 
ministers 
DURING the day-long re- 
view the team met with stu- 
dent representatives from 
the various UCK programs, 
and members of the Univer- 
sity administration and 
staff 
"We're at the point in 
time when we should look 
ahead and evaluate the 
future." Rev Ridgeway 
said 
He acknowledged UCF'l 
work in community service 
programs-tutoring at 
Bowling (ireen High School 
ENTER TODAY! 
THE 1973 
MISS BOWLING GREEN PAGEANT 
7th ANNUAL PAGEANT SPONSORED BY BG CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
MICHAEL SHAW & ASSOCIATES    1973 PROMOTION-SALES AGENCY 
875.00 LOCAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS 
OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANKS A VAILABLF A T 
• VARIOUS BG. MERCHANTS 
• BG. CHAMBER - 143 EAST WOOSTER 
• OR BY CALLING 352-5974 OR 352-5122 
ENTRY DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28th 
MAIL ENTRIES OR THIS AD TO: MISS B.G., 1067 CAROL RD. 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402 
a recreation program at 
Wood I.ane School, and 
activities at Wood County 
Community Nursing Home 
and with children in I'errys- 
burg Heights--and urged a 
further expansion of com- 
munity services ; 
Counseling services al 
UCK were also reviewed 
Rev Hefner said problem 
pregnancy counseling should 
be a continuing program at 
UCF 
THE STAFF also conducts 
premarital, marital and 
draft counseling, and the 
UCK building houses Crisis 
- Phone. The 24-hour-a-daV 
referral service provides 
information, counseling and 
aid to any callers 
- PLEASE SEND ME OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK - 
NAME  
ADDRESS- 
PHONE  
I 4 
.1 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN 
A GOOD INCOME WHEN 
YOU ARE YOUNG ENOUGH 
TO ENJOY IT AND STILL 
HAVE A CAREER 20 YEARS 
FROM TODAY' 
Edward G  Murphy Ci.ll 
General Manager of 
Toledo General Office 
for 
New York Life Inturance 
Company 
will be interviewing gradual 
mg students toi sales and 
management careers at the 
student placement office on 
Wednesday November 15th: 
Call the placement officer 
for an interview 
An Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 
LOSE 20 POUNDS 
IN TWO WEEKS! 
Ihirm* the non ano* off eeaeon 
ihr I'S Women e Alpine Ski T>«m 
mwil»n fn (M the Ski Team' diet 
lo I ii»e X pounds in (wo weeks 
Thate n«hi - 90 pound, in 14 d«va' 
The haaie of ihe diei is chemical food 
action and waa deviaed by a famous 
Colorado phyaician especially for ihe 
1/S Ski Team Normal enerm N 
maintained tvery important'* while 
reducing Yog keep "full" — no 
starvation — because the diet is de- 
aifned that wav' li's a diet that la 
eaas to fallow whether you work, 
travel or atay at home 
Thia is honeatly a fantastically 
aurcesaful diet If it weren t the U S 
Women a Ski Team wouldn't be per 
milted to uae W Right" So. five 
yourself (he same break the I' S Ski 
Team gets Lose weigh! the scientific. 
proven way Even if you've Ined all 
ihe other dieia. you owe it to your 
aelf lo try the I'S Women a Ski 
Team Diet That is. if you really do 
want to loae 20 pounda in two weeks 
Order today Tear thia out aa a 
reminder 
Sand only 12 00 1- - for Ruah 
SarvK*) - caah ta OK - to Infer 
matxm Sources Co. PO Bog «*»„' 
Dap* ST Carpnntma. Calif 93013 
Don't order unleaa you expert to loae 
20 pounda in two weaka' Bacauae 
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do! 
illegal callers arresied 
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Bell System 'gets tough' 
A "get tough" policy 
adopted by the Bell System 
has resulted in increased 
arrests and convictions of 
persons accused of illegal 
• Jiseof the telephone system 
'. Although usually attri- 
buted to "anti-establishment 
types." arrests last Septem- 
ber pointed out that toll 
fraud is geographically, so- 
cially and economically 
widespread Fourteen per- 
sons in six cities were 
arrested-none were youths 
Bell System security offi- 
cers said most illegal calls 
are made by young adults 
But there have also been 
offenders among such 
varied groups as business- 
men, lawyers, housewives 
and clergymen 
OFFENDERS employ 
illegal electronic devices, 
phony credit card numbers 
or bogus third-number 
billing to defraud the tele- 
phone company 
Title 18 of the United 
States Code. Statute 1343 
deals with "fraud by wire, 
radio or television " It was 
written to protect the tele- 
phone company and other 
businesses from thieves- 
electronic and otherwise 
Yet Bell System losses 
from credit card and third 
number offenders have been 
rising in recent years, 
reaching $22 5 million in 
1971 
Losses from electronic 
fraud are almost impossible 
to estimate. Bell System 
spokesmen said 
Until 1971. Bell System 
companies were lenient with 
persons accused of toll 
fraud When possible, the 
company would first 
attempt to stop the calls, 
collect on them and stay out 
of court 
IN APRIL. 1*7*. a task 
force on toll fraud control 
was formed and after a six- 
month study recommended 
--That operators be 
trained to verify the validity 
of credit card or third num- 
ber calls. 
-That each originating 
office   become   responsible 
for investigating unbillable 
or unidentifiable credit card 
and third number calls: 
-That toll office computer 
billing be changed. 
-That a more aggressive 
program of prosecution be 
pursued 
In 1970. before the new- 
policies were enacted, there 
were 215 toll fraud arrests 
and 207 convictions In 1971. 
with the new policy in 
effect, there were 330 
arrests. 255 convictions 
Last year. 1.050 persons 
were arrested with 844 con- 
victed 
Math course to open 
The education department will offer a graduate level 
course next quarter focusing on elementary mathematics 
The course, offering two hours credit, is open to nine 
graduate students 
Participants will work with area elementary students one 
day a week Dr Buck Martin, professor of education, said 
the graduate students will not lecture to elementary 
students, but instead prepare materials and activities and 
"turn them loose " 
For further information about the course, listed as 
Education 589. contact Dr Martin. 372-2734 
Winter exam schedule 
TIME 
EXAMINATION 
TUESDAY 
MAR  13 
WEDNESDAY 
MAR 14 
TITRSDAY 
MAR. 15 
FRIDAY 
MAR 16 
7 45 am to 
9 45 am 
I0MTWRF 
10 MTWR 
10 MW F 
10-12 MW 
10-11WF 
I0W 
1IMTWRK 
II MTWR 
11 MWK 
10-12 MR 
11 W 
8MTWRF 
8MTRF 
8 MTWR 
8 MWF 
8MTR 
9 MTWRF 
9 MTRF 
9 MTWR 
9 MWF 
9-11 MW 
9-11 WF 
8 10WF 
8-10 MW 
8-10 M  10-12 W 
10 15 am to 
12 15 pin 
10 MTRK 
I0TWRF 
10-12 TR 
10 TR 
10 TF 
11MTR 
It TWRF 
11 TR 
11 R 
11 MTRK 
10-12TF 
12 MTWRF 
12 MTRF 
12 MTWR 
12 TWRF 
12 MWF 
12MTH 
12 TH 
• TWRF 
9-11TR 
9-11 TF 
9MTR 
8-10TR 
1 00 pin to 
:! 00 pin 
MTWRF 
IMTW  2F 
3 MTWR 
MWF 
MV> 
3 5 Mil 
2 4 MV> 
4 MTWRF 
4 TWRF 
4TR 
4MTW.3F 
3-5 WF 
1MTWRF 
IMTW. 12 F 
1 MTWR 
1MWF 
1-3 MW 
1-3 MR 
IMTR 
2MTWRF 
2 MTWR 
2 MWF 
2MTR 
2 MTW 1 K 
3:30 pm to 
5 30 pm 
S TWRF 
3 5TH 
J4TH 
;i:.T. I-SH 
8 TWRF 
8TR 
8-10 MR 
1TWRF 
1-3TR 
1TR 
1-3 TF 
2 TWRF 
1-3 WF 
7 00 pin to 
9 00 pin 
6 10 pin \l 
7 '1 pin MW 
Frcn loi 102.201 
Span 101   102 201 
8-10 pill T 
7-9 pm T 
QAC 160 
CompSci 101 
Acct 442 
6-10 pm MTWR 
6-10 pm W 
Kduc 352 
Spch 102 
6-t0pmK 
Nun sheds habit, establishes school 
By stork Bracker 
Featarc Writer 
Associated Press Wir.photo 
The arrest and conviction of parsons who use 
electronic boxes or who amploy other means to 
steal telephone service has risen sharply. In 1972 a 
task force was organised to stop those who steal 
millions of dollars in phone service annually. 
For 12 years, she was a 
Roman Catholic nun Now 
she's married and the 
mother of two children 
She taught for 21 years in 
public and parochial school 
systems And now Pat 
Montgomery is the director 
of the Clonlara Free School 
in Ann Arbor. Michigan 
FROM SUCH a back- 
ground. Montgomery came 
to campus last week to 
discuss alternative 
education-and more 
specifically. Clonlara and 
the philosophy behind it 
She said the idea to start 
her own school originated 
when her children 
approached school age and 
faced enrollment in either 
the public or parochial 
system. 
"1 thought. God. don't you 
like them'' What have they 
ever    done    to    you1'" 
Montgomery said "Look 
what you're sending thcni 
into " 
Determined not to send 
her children into a system 
rampant with error." 
Montgomery began to 
design her own school 
She traveled to F'.ngland to 
visit AS Neill. founder of 
the progressive Suinmerhill 
school. 
"It came closest to what 
I'd like to give my 
children." she said 
BUT SHE warned against 
patterning one school after 
another. "Like all good 
religions, people should 
listen to the leader, then 
forgtt him and go out and do | 
something different." 
Montgomery said 
Clonlara. now in its sixth 
year of operation, is an 
attempt to remove the 
"pressured" atmosphere of 
traditional schools which 
produces "paranoid and 
schizophrenic" children 
Judo presentation slated 
Amy Picciano. a 25-year- 
old black belt expert in judo 
and Aikido. will lead a judo 
demonstration Wednesday 
at 7 30 p.m. in 201 Hayes 
Pall 
The demonstration, 
sponsored by the recently 
formed Judo Club, is 
designed    to    inform    the 
public about what judo 
involves and how it differs 
from other martial arts 
Picciano. formerly a 
member of the judo team at 
Cleveland State University, 
has taught both judo and 
self-defense She was also 
the first Ohio woman to hold 
a black belt in Aikado 
Professor to lecture 
on Russian icon art 
Dr Charles F Partman. 
assistant professor of Ger- 
man and Russian, will speak 
Thursday night on Russian 
Icons of the 12th to 17th Cen- 
turies " 
The talk will be an 
exploration of old Russian 
religious art seen as a 
continuation of the early 
Christian effort to visualize 
the message of the Gospel. 
Dr Partman has traveled 
in the Soviet Union and has 
written about the "Sophia" 
image in Russian thought 
Pe will speak at 8 p.m. in 
204 Fine Arts Bldg The talk 
is free and open to the 
public- 
Jerry Masek. president of 
the club, said judo is 
recognized as a sport by the 
Amateur Athletic ■ Union 
lAAU) and is a part of the 
Olympic Games 
He said the club will 
participate in intercollegiate 
competition during spring 
quarter 
THE   PURPOSE  of   the 
club is to promote judo at 
this University through 
instruction and competition. 
Masek said. If enough 
interest is generated, the 
club   will   also   sponsor   a 
short course in rape 
prevention to be taught by 
Picciano next spring 
Interested persons may 
join the club following 
Wednesday's demonstration 
Cost is $3 for the remainder 
of winter quarter and $10 for 
spring 
For lurther information 
about the organization, call 
372-1584 
There are .1 lot ol words 
for it. but those are the only 
ones    I    know."    she   s.iul 
pointing out ih,n she baaed 
her criticism ot  tr.ulition.il 
education on her 21 years ol 
teaching experience within 
the system 
AT CLONLARA. thci     is 
little routine and children 
don't have to accept the 
structure thai does exisl 
There     arc     about     30 
children  betwet " Ibe agi 
of five and i- and 12 
resource people .11 ('Ion 1 1 
The school lodged on three 
acres ol ground  is il>.  i! two, 
miles from the campus of 
the University "i Mu higan 
Montgomery explained thai 
much ni Clonlara s supplies 
and equipmcnl are ihe 
discarded     material     from 
businesses in the tan \rboi 
area 
Montgomery said one ol 
t he se htm 1 s lalesl 
acquisitions ia a computer 
terminal donated by .1 
Michigan firm sin- said she 
hopes  familiarization  with 
the compute! while lli! \ ai 8 
young will help Clonlara 
children feel comfortable 
with  the  machines in  the 
future 
BUT        ONE        I In lie 
Montgomery ilul seem  sure 
of was her personal reward 
from Clonlara. 
it's the light in the eyes 
of the kids." she said They 
don't cower 
if    you    continually 
intimidate people 1 s(i up 
straight, don't chew guni 
don't you know you shouldn't 
bring this paper 111 today) 
you gel the same response 
.is n would in us You go 
around with everything 
"lipped around you " 
MONTGOMERY said 
children should he tree to 
.ni     and    then      let    them 
accept the consequences " 
II we tell children 
everything, we deny them 
the greal Ah-ha principle 
\ii.l we dem people con- 
stant!) 
The problem is that our 
kid- face tins every day and 
we wonder where their crea- 
lit 11 v went 
Montgomery    said    at 
Uonlara. children progiess 
.11 iheu Individual speed. 
Ilul she added thai some 
parents  lend  to  push  their 
1 tuldren 
she adt iseii .1 child who is 
asked "Can you read yet'.'". 
la answci 'That's none of 
your business " 
"A CHILI) shouldn't have 
tnanswei thai and any adult 
Who   asks   him   should   be 
censured    she said. 
Montgomery said Clonlara 
is "extremely mobile " The 
academic year features a 
number of trips, including 
one recent excursion to Cape 
Kennedy for the last manned 
spaceflight 
Montgomery estimated 
the cost of the 10-day trip at 
141 per child She said to cut 
costs the group stayed in 
churches or schools on the 
way 
But she said it was hard to 
estimate just what each 
child learned on the trip, 
since their interests were so 
varied 
SHE SAID the group was 
traveling along, when the 
distant     silhouettes . .ol 
rockets attracted 
everyone's attention-.- 
everyone,that is except one 
boy. whose attention was 
riveted elsewhere 
"Look." he breathed 
raptly it s Ihe Dixie 
Whorehouse 
•The what"' asked 
Montgomery 
The Dixie Whorehouse." 
repeated the youngster 
gesturing toward a sign 
which   really   read      Dixie 
Warehouse 
But then as Montgomery 
pointed out. I never said 
thev could all read. 
LYRIC AUTOMOTIVE 
An Alternative 
VW and Domestic Repairs 
455 S. Main St. - 352-7031 
Richard Kern & Lyle Yackee Proprietors 
DRIVERS WANTED FOR FULL OR PART 
TIME EMPLOYMENT. HOURLY WAGE & 
COMMISSION. OWN CAR REQUIRED. 
APPLY 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
IN THE STADIUM PLAZA 
toooot 
LEGAL ABORTION 
INFORMATION 
- For information on 
how to obtain a safe 
legal, low cost abortion 
Contact: 
Pregnancy 
Counseling 
Service 
Dial Toll-FREE 
800-327-4320 
A nonprofit organization 
"Dinner Dates" 
It's a letter from a Ms. 
Schultz she wants us to 
Mini out the secret recipe 
lor the homemade lasagna 
at I'etti's" 
7=>ett% 
ALPINE VILLAGE 
downtown Btwtini Green 
m 
BaHaMas 
FREEPORT 
For Affinity O'oupt of 40 ot More 
Oxford  Irawel 
Watch For 
SPECIAL 
In 
Wednesday Paper 
353-8881 
532W.Wooster 
Free Delivery 
BQ.S.U 
UNJON 
University Union 
Pheasant Room 
'%    Buffet $3.95 
Bowling CJrocn Stato Unlvct**sflt;t 
frittl IN'.   * ifl I  V   < Mil*I 
Tuesday, February 13 
5 to 7 p.m. 
"Letusdoyourpre-game 
hosting for the Falcon's 
Home Games 
Reservation for 
dinner before 
the Bowling Green 
vs. St. Clair Hockey 
Game may be made 
at the Pheasant 
Room or by 
calling 372-2241 or 372-2596 
With a Leather or Suede Purse, 
on sale at Little Pleasures 
Oh, how I dreamed... 
we have Back Packs, Rings 
that'll knock your eyes out 
Beaded Handbags, sing your 
Physical ablutions with Village 
Bath products, Fuzzy, Klutz 
— /Love Her — 
lOOOOOCX 
For Valentines Day 
Give her flowers ... 
With Love 
Roses and Carnations by the Doz. 
Lovely Spring Arrangements, 
Iris, Daffodils, and Artificials 
Beautiful Pink, Red and White 
Potted Azaleas, Only'4.95 
Klotz Flower Farm S. College & Napoleon; 353-3911 
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Gig Expo job sign-ups begin 
Sign-up (or job interviews 
for    "Gig    Expo    '73."    a 
Minority career conference. 
Will be held tomorrow night 
The conference aims to 
place minority seniors and 
graduate  students   in   jobs 
and  to  inform  underclass 
men about career opportuni- 
ties 
All   minority   candidates 
. must participate in tomor- 
.jtow's program to arrange 
-Interviews for Thursday 
X Student    and     employer 
registration   will   begin  at 
% 30 p.m.. employer discus- 
sions of opportunities with 
(heir organizations at 7:30 
'•p.m   and interview sign-up 
■118 30 p m 
All sessions will be held in 
the Grand Ballroom, Union 
DURING THE signup 
tomorrow, undergraduates 
must provide a copy of their 
"Gig Kxpo" interview infor- 
mation sheet for each inter- 
view they schedule 
Seniors and advanced 
degree students must pro- 
vide a data sheet or resume 
for each interview they 
schedule 
Additional forms are 
available at the Counseling 
Center. Office of Career 
Planning and Placement and 
the Office of Residence Pro- 
grams in the Student Ser- 
vices Kldg 
The Thursday interviews 
will be conducted in the 
Grand Ballroom. Union 
from9a.m. to5p m 
The companies repre- 
sented, positions open, 
degree requirements and 
summer job possibilities 
are: 
BUSINESS 
Amoco (American Oil)- 
Marketing Trainees -retail. 
BS, Bus Adm or I.A. con- 
sumer. BS. Bus Adm ; com- 
mercial. BS. Chem or Kngr 
degree 
Sears.   Roebuck   &   Co 
Retail     Exec.     M R m t 
Tense Excitement recoils at 
night, Little Pleasures will 
prick this bubble with Pipes, Bongs 
Black Lights on Sale 
The noise of night calms itself, 
the wind blows softly, hear the 
wind sing gently with Crystal or 
Bamboo Wind Chimes at... 
Trainee. BS/BA. any major 
interested in retailing 
career 
State Farm Co—Under- 
writing Trainee. BS/BA.any 
major, service trainee. 
BS/BA. any major; accoun- 
ting trainee. BS. min of 15 
hours Acctg : Acturial 
Trainee. Math 
Owens-Corning Kiberglas 
Corp. --Sales Trainees. 
BS/BA. any major: Mfg 
Staff Trainees I Personnel 
Asst . Prod Planner, 
Buyer). BS, Bus. Adm.; 
Cost Analyst. BS. Min 15 
hours Acctg . Accountant. 
BS. min  15 hours Acctg 
General Motors Corp 
i Delco-Rcmy l)iv (--Pro- 
duction Foremen. Quality 
Control Foremen, Produc- 
tion  Control  Foremen,   BS. 
Bui Adm 
Ohio Bell -Mgmt. 
Trainees. BS, ('(imp Sci . 
Math. Statistics. Kron . 
Acctg 
Owens-Illinois Inc -Sales 
Trainees.     US  BA.      Bus 
Adm .    I.A.    Production 
Trainees.      US BA.      Bus 
Adm . I.A. Comptrollersblp 
Trainees, us. Acctg 
General     Motors     Corp. 
I Hydra-Matte Div. ^-Pro- 
duction Trainees, US. Mgml 
or Ind Tech.; Purchasing 
Trainees. BS. Mgmt . Pro- 
duction Control Trainees. 
BS, Mgmt . Accounting 
Trainees.  BS. Acctg ;  Data 
Give Your "VALENTINE" A Bottle! 
"THE ELIXIR OF LOVE" 
Comic Opera In English 
By The School of Music 
For BGSU STUDENTS ONLY 
Wednesday, February 14 - 7:30 P.M. Main Auditorium 
4.00 and ID. At the Door 
First come - First served - Have "BUCK" Ready ■ NO CHANGE AVAILABLE 
CENTRE SUPER MARKET 
201 S. MAIN ST. ACROSS FROM 1st NATIONAL 
PRICES GOOD UNTIL FEB. 17,1973 
Variety Club 
Pop 
6qt. $ 1 
plus dep. 
Vita Boy 
Potato Chips 
Twin Pack 
39 
Banquet TV 
Dinners <^ 
39' BS 
Vine Ripened 
Tomatoes 
29'. 
Processing Trainees. BS. 
Comp Sci . Inform Sys- 
tems 
Libbey-Owens Ford-- 
Auditor. Tax Accountant. 
Cost Accountant. BS. 
Acctg: Sales. BS. Bus 
Adm . Staff Physicist 
iR&D), as. Physics; Analy- 
tical Chemist (R&DI. BS. 
('hem. 
Rike's-Asst Buyer 
Trainee, BS'BA/MBA. Bus 
Adm or I.A 
Ford Motor Co -Mgmt 
Trainees in all areas i Line 
and Staff Positions). 
BS BA, MA/MS/MBA with 
Bus Adm or LA. 
Kroger Co—Store Mgr 
Trainees. BS'BA. Bus 
Adm. or LA 
Chrysler Corp-Produc- 
tion Foremen Trainees. En- 
gineering trainees. Mgmt 
Trainees. BSBAMA. any 
major. 
Whirlpool Corp—Mgmt 
Trainees i Line and Staff 
positions in technical and 
non-technical areas i. 
BS'BA'MA. any major 
Dana Corp -Internal 
Auditor. BSMBA Bus 
Adm with major in Acctg 
or Finance 
Burroughs Corp -Accoun- 
tants. BS. Bus Adm . 14 
hours Acctg; Auditors. BS, 
Bus Adm , 20 hours Acctg ; 
Programmers, BS'BA. 
Math. Comp Sci . Infor 
Systems; Fin Analysis 
MA. Acctg or MBA. 
Mkt Sales. BS, Bus Adm . 
Tech Writer. BS BA. F.ng 
or Journalism 
United Telephone Co. of 
Ohio-Mgmt Trainees, 
IIS BA. Bin Adm or Math 
B F Coodnch Co - 
Mgmt Trainees for posi- 
tions in Mgmt.. Fin . 
Auditing. Mktg . Data Pro- 
cessing, Ind. Relations 
US HA. Bus Adm . Mgmt.. 
Acctg . Fin . Infor Systems. 
Comp Sci . Mktg 
Borden 
Ice Cream 
79 
'■&.Q.O 0„0,<:Coupon,0.^<N<^.^ 
Gaines Burger 
Dog Food 
69c 
Limit 1 BG News 
^ &&&&:& Coupon %&&, 
W3\11JZE-Vi* t&VZJWl 
Folger Coffee 1 
2 lb. can 
$ 1.29 
Limit 1 with $5 Purchase BG News 
/<>.<>..<?..0:.<>.,O^Coupon»,0.<N..<>.<>,<>.,<>,<\^ 
^^11111 
Total Cereal 
12 02. 
package 47 total 
Limit 1 BG News 
'&&&&&.&; Coupon 5555S5&] 
SCHOOLS 
Cleveland Public Schools. 
Ohio-Sec.  Math. Sci..  Ind 
Arts. Home Ec . Elem  and 
Sec. Special Ed Certificate 
to teach 
Cincinnati Public Schools. 
Ohio-All Areas (Elem and 
Sec.). BA/BS/MA with cer- 
tificate to teach 
South Bend Community 
Schools. Indiana-Elem . 
Eng . Ind Ed. Languages. 
Guid and Counseling. Lib 
Sci.. Math. Music. Sci . 
Reading, Spec Educ 
Speech and Drama. Speech 
and (.'earing. Bachelor's De- 
gree with qualifications for 
Indiana certification 
AGENCIES 
U.S. General Accounting 
Office-Accountant GS7 and 
Auditor. BS. Bus Adm with 
minimum 8 qtr hrs in 
Acctg 
SUMMER JOB 
POSSIBILITIES 
Libbey-Owens Ford-Non- 
Technical Positions, give 
data sheet to recruiter 
General Motors Corp 
il.'ydra-Matic Div i-Un- 
decided at this time 
Owens-Illinois-Undecided 
at this time Give data sheet 
to recruiter 
General Motors Corp 
iDelco-Remy Div.l-Unde- 
cided at this time 
Ohio Bell Candidates 
must be junior or senior and 
major in Comp Sci . Math. 
Statistics. Econ . or Acctg 
Dana Corp --Summer posi- 
tions available as Internal 
Auditor Candidates must be 
juniors with minimum 12 
hours Acctg 
Burroughs Corp—linden 
ded at this time Possibility 
in Mktg  Sales 
Alumni corrections 
James l.cssig director ol alumni affairs, said there are 
more than 60 students currently receiving Alumni 
Scholarships The Feb 6 issue of The News incorrectly 
stated that 22 scholarships were provided to Bowling Green 
students 
The story also said 51 per cent of Bowling Green alumni 
have graduated since 1951 l.ossig said it should have read 
"since 1965 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
Chinese port. 
Kind of arid 
from a tree. 
Audrey Hepburn 
role. 
Chilled. 
One of ih. 
Arden*. 
Hebren   prophH. 
Marked   hero. 
Orlober** -lone. 
Separation into 
constituent part-. 
Blue or violet 
mineral. 
Dublin mi»». 
Reripe ahbr. 
"Pride    _   before 
destruction." 
Cold  and 
hluMrrv. 
Equally, 
Womanly. 
Woodrou  Wilson 
dream I Phrase. 
Like Mine pond*. 
Musical group. 
Changeling. 
Rare   meet    limn. 
I liiNMiiiln i    Mlffi\. 
. mail. 
Opening night 
notTee, 
Ancient native of 
Syria. 
"73 Gen I Frjiu 
57 Dry. 
58 Fickle. 
fill Nursery rhvme 
trio. 
61 Begin. 
62 A group of new- 
paper men: 
Abbr. 
63 Duke or earl. 
n 1   Gel awav from. 
6"i  Shake-pearan 
*uhject. 
DOWN 
1 Light purpb- 
ahatte. 
2 Combining form 
meaning "image." 
3 Punitive. 
t Governor •>! New 
York. I'Hm.ui. 
5 Hot or cold 
porridge. 
6 Part  of  a  hall 
game. 
7 Vi ooden pin-. 
H   Decorate a cake. 
'i Church festival, 
10   Reading   and 
other-. 
1)  Body of KaRr 
warrior*. 
12 Nannv. 
13 Man. 
IK Whlikei oi 
bread. 
22   Kind of ninrble. 
Cardinal tuffix. 
"We're        gee 
the wiiard.. 
I'nrulv merlin*. 
English prime-- 
Mae. 
Re.idee. 
Silk, in Italy, 
Services oman. 
in Britain. 
I'rge i on I. 
Shaped like a 
! "I-.III! 
At any rate: 
Cnllo,,. 
Slangy nrgativr. 
\- won •«. 
Geometric 
•urfacr. 
Si -i duck. 
Velvet) 
material. 
Cf rman -pa. 
Brazilian port. 
Pester 
MeKlnley'i 
campaign 
manager. IfWn. 
< ome on -taitr. 
In< lined .M-l. 
Canal to the 
Hudson. 
Type of 
president. 
part, 
i alif. neighbor, 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZIE 
«o»   CLaSSIFIED -*«•> 
* \Ml'l SCAI ENDAH 
rnetdn Feb  13   1V7.1 
Camus lecture   3 30pm   iv»gwood  Suite   I'mon     The 
Absurd and the Meaning of Life  i>r Ramona Cormier 
Howling Green School ol Sell Defense * .ton 3opm. 201 
Payee Hall 
Turn left oil N Dixie I'wv 
Open Mun Fn lOam 8pm 
Sat 10am-.Spin 
TYPING snori papers Ph 
3B3 1963 
Typing Exp ail levels 
college work 352 7752 
liowimg Green People t**i  Peace   7pm   Wayne Room, 
I'mon   Will uWuNsmroV.il aid for Indochina 
Active Christians Today   7-tpm   Kacult)  Lounge   Lois 
Chenej author oi   God isno Fool" will speak 
BGSU Karate Club. 7pm Forum Student Services Bldg 
BGSU Skating Club, 8pm IceAroM 
Upaa Kpsilon Delta  8pm   515 Life Science  Key picture 
ami meeting 
Women s LaCrosse. South gym   Women's Itldg   8-spnv 
beginners 9 10 advanced 
HIST 
Lost Am Lit vol 2 test in 
Mem Hall Please return lo 
810  5th St No 9 Reward 
Lost key chain with elephant 
charm and two keys 2 5560 
MlSSBSg 11: grey tiger 
tomcat Kriendly. answers 
in UIMK Family pet Collars 
recently removed Call 354 
0741 
LOST    bowling ball. gr  & 
bi     mit    1. K B    Ploate 
return    to    Ruckeve    Rm 
In ion   RKWARI) 
transportation Spr .ind Of 
(all qtr 833*7413 not long 
distance 
Vvd waitresses and or 
delrven turn Apply in 
person 1004 S Main 
PagliaJ 1 Pisa 
Equal Opportunity 
Kmployrr WSOS Com 
munity Action AgOBC) Head 
Start      is      accepting 
applications   for   full-time 
registered nursr Salarx 
range I675t)»7250 II 
interested write WSOS-Pead 
Start     Box   731     Fremont 
Ohio 43420 
WILL IK) TYPING 352 9;«tS 
PERSON \l.s 
Passports  ami   I I)   Pagei 
Studio 353 5885 
weekly    earnings    male    g) 
female Doutiona accepted 
twice a week Blood Plasma 
i\wior Center tiio Monroe 
St Toledo Ohio I'rs TPtS 
ii Fri. Sfipm Mon & Thurs 
«-9pm Closed Wed Ph 255 
3535 
U' your own thing spe. i..l 
t.mn printr.1 (shirts and u 
trow (or your special guy on 
Valentine Day from THE 
DBN 
Valentine U s and other 
paraphanha lor that special 
guy at J 0 Madar clothiers 
downtown Bowling Green 
CUSTOM w BODING 
RINGS by PHILIP 
MORTON at The Working 
Pand Craft Center 515 
Conneaut Iree parking 353 
9932 
18    Blttt G F.   r\ 125 Call 
B Kav 
ZAP    CO\]|\     V»      s|\ 
MBTAMORPI'OSIS 
tMW \Y PROD high gloss 
SHOE SPRAY    hard «.it«-i 
Liundti   N \8      IH'.IUH   aid- 
rallSTa -•' 
.w wall rraynor with 
cabinet 1175 .f mo 
auarantet call Rob laMOM 
\ RED HOT LOVER' 
\Ki'   Irish Settei   DUDI    I A 
mi afters 
i ases    III    n n ,'■■■     I'll/ 
n<»on .n»v d.i\ 
University   \ illage 
apt     Married   couple*    >r 
mature single?   Immediate 
occupancy    Foi   mt | 
au 01*4 
Mouse foi •. student! | 
from K<*lii $:"< Mudei 
800( int D pump Pollx 
carburetoi Ford 351 
Winds-n crane bydraolK 
camahaft Call Dan 392-0118 
alter 7pm 
t»7 Volunteer |?'i It Iravel 
trailer, sleeps h sell 
contained Bxc rand 927 \ 
Grove Stt-StMafterg 
1964  \enus  mobUe home 
10x35 with 8x12 addon hv 
rm 80 Gypsy In Tl *'t 
$2000 354 5812 
NOW LEASING PWKN 
POI SK M W>K VPTSl 
FOR SIMMER \ M I'C 
3S3 :u\ 
Need female lo sublease ii>I 
unmed Own '■• 
Bag ■ .,!■. i i 
i ntvei n, i ourts beautiful 
i biirm apl nnw available! 
Fum or imiiirn Married] 
COUPUt or mature -ingle 
onh  Roi info call S3-Olo4   \ 
Large  2  i«ii"i  apl   foi   I 
students      F       Met • \ 
$70 student   Ph   3S3 "' 
Fm rmini  spr qtr I i 
Close tu campui 
RII)F„S 
Ride wanted to OSU Feb 16 
will pay   352-5359 
2 rides available to Florida 
spring break 353 4564 after 
6 00 
HELP WANTED 
The Ramada Inn in 
IVtrvsburg netsls help in the 
housekeeping department 
Call or apply in person 
Women students wanted, 
part-time job J2 hr 
Knickerbocker Bids: 
Sen ices Call 352-5315 
Congrats C'raig Bnner and 
Diane Castell on your Alpha 
Sig pinnings 
CART NEEDS a t-upid Call 
2-5354 Wish him a happ\ 
V H 
GBX   guitar amp   90 watts 
lour 10 inch speakers must 
sell Steve 352-0309 
67 Camaro great cond Call 
352 5864 alter 6 
66 Ford V-8. auto an good 
inapt must soil. $375 or 
oiler. 352-6197 or 121 Lile 
Science 
68 Datsun 510 $500 or best 
oiler 372:1686 
Available    fall    A    Miinmrf 
leases     i lose    lo   campUSi 
Phone 3U 197.)  353-9M 
Pelp for convalesing 
gentleman, to live in 354 
4932 
We need cocktail waitresses 
at the Ramada Inn 
Perrysburg You must be 21 
oi over Apply in person 
Contact Mr Fine lor more 
information 
NEED men 5 high school 
ring • 10K w ill pav cash 352- 
5355 or 352-7973 
STOP in I'niv Pall and rap 
with the Vista and Peace 
Corps recruiters Today and 
tomorrow 9am-5pm 
Little Nancy • Roses are red 
and l>7. Grapes are fine, 
welcome to the bunch who 
know the REAL GO and her 
vine' Pappy Activation' 
Your big 
FOR RKNT 
NOW   LEASING,   HAVEN 
HOUSE      MANOR      UTS 
FOR  SUMMER  a.  SEPT 
3527444 
2 F needed sp qtr Ridge 
Manor call 352-0559 Kaj 
I F rm spr & or sum $50 
mo No util 352-2744 Call 
before Feb 15 
1 nuersitv    Courts   t   bdrm 
unit Students Available spr! 
qtr 353-0164 
Need 1 M roommate spr) 
qtr WinthropTer 352-5;krj  ; 
Now LEASING HAVEN 
HOUSE MANOR *PTS 
FOR  SUMMER ft SEPT 
352-7444 
1 M needed lor spr qtr $60 
mo for private rm Call Kill 
alter 4 00 372 366.1 
.Need 1 F rmte nexi school 
yr Iniver Village apl 73 
4282 
Needed     I     or    2    malg- 
roommatoi    for    spring 
quarter   Contact    Bruce 0B 
Sle\e 352-6200 
We want to go active now 
Alpha Gam pledges 
Wanted Russian instructor 
lor young student Call 666- 
4924 after 6pm 
Pappy Birthday Nick   Your 
baby and I love \ou Kittv 
Need I gal 21 to take lease 
on partially furn apt $70 
month 352-0918 
F      roommate     spring 
$41 2S mo   352-5723 
Free room ft board to co-ed 
in exchange for baby sitting 
ft It housekeeping Nice 
lake front home  Must have 
SERVICES OFFERED 
IMPORTS INN - Imported 
Car Specialists - foreign 
repair 13284 Bishop Rd BG. 
PEACE CORPS. VISTA 
recruiters here now" Feb 
13 14 inl'niv  Tall   1st floor 
hallway 9am 5pm 
FORSALE 
I M to share my new apt 
2liblocksfromcampus 352- 
6848 alter 6pm 
UMversit) Courts J bdrni 
apt Available Feb I.S Kurri 
or unlurn Mature tenantl 
only For info 352-0164 
NOW LEASING lor Sept 
Delux 4 rn.in apis Near 
campus      iSome    special 
■/AYNE APARTMENTS - 
352-5657 352-3595 
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Early lead helps gropplers to 21-15 win 
By Jin Mugoae 
Bowling Green's wrestling 
team downed the Golden 
Flashes of Kent Sute 21-15 
Saturday, to move its 
winninf    streak    to   seven 
straight BG is now 7-3 for 
the season 
The Falcons had a 12-pomt 
advantage before the meet 
began 
Kent gave away the first 
six points because its Ill- 
pound wrestler was not able 
to compete 
AS A RESULT of the 
forfeit. BG's Kevin Dirk 
11181 stretched his season 
mark to 6-2 
The Golden Flashes alto 
lost another six points when 
their 158-pounder Gary 
Costa failed to make weight 
Hosta had won a wrestling 
crown last year as a 
National Junior College 
Champion 
Tom    Wall     H34I     beat 
KSU s Earl Miller. 8-6  Hall 
now owns a 5-3 record 
Dennis O Neil < ISO) is now 
8-1 after downing Kent's 
Mark Osgood 6-1 
WRESTLING COACH 
Bruce Bellard called 
O'Neil's match one of the 
biggest of the afternoon 
Because    many    believe 
Dov* tylond (right) gata a good trort in iwfm action at tha 
Trjlf p-fiff        Natatorium. Bowling Groon was no match against powerful 
Kont Slate Saturday, losing 69-43. however   Ryland won the 
500-yard freestyle. 
Kent drubs tankers 
Bowling Green's swim 
team found out Saturday 
that Kent State is everything 
it was thought to be 
The Golden Flashes 
buried BG's chances of 
seven straight wins at the 
natatorium bv a score of 69- 
43 
Ken! was every bit as 
good as we thought it would 
be." said BG coach Tom 
Stubbs 
Very often during the 
meet Kent swam its second 
and third men in order to 
save its No 1 swimmers for 
other competition 
BESIDES WINNING their 
seventh meet in a row. the 
Kent    tankers    set    three 
individual pool records 
Jerry Muske swam the 
200-yard individual medley 
in 2 04 3 and the 200-yard 
backstroke in 2 04 1 for two 
pool records 
The third record was set 
by Jim DeVincentis. as he 
covered the 100 yard 
Ireestylein48 6 
BG's Joe Klebowski 
maintained his unbeaten 
string in the 50-yard 
freestyle, covering the 
distance in 22 5 
Dave Hyland recorded a 
victory in the 500-yard 
freestyle with a time of 
i 09 :< 
BOTH OF THE diving 
event!  vvore  won  bv  BG's 
Wayne Chester I'owever. 
Kent refused to enter a diver 
in the second event because 
of BG's shallow waters 
BG's best swim of the day 
w.is by Hon Kinaldi. who 
defeated defending 
conference champion I'at 
McGinnis in the 200-yard 
butterfly Kinaldi swam the 
event in 2 03.5 
The Falcon tankers hold a 
record of 7-4 and are 
preparing to meet Miami 
this weekend 
>bvJ 
Heavyweight wrestler Tom Hall (right) 
didn't come out on the scoreboard against 
Kent State as well as he did on this hold. 
Hall was outpointed by Bob Poweski, 4 1 
but the Falcon grapplers captured a 21-15 
decision with the help of two early forfeits. 
Baby Owls Are 
Dreaming Tonight 
That They Will 
Go Neophyte 
STADIUM - VU 
New Name New Food 
OPEN 7 DAYS - SUNDAY thru THURSDAY    11 a.m.-12 p.m. 
FRIDAY and SATURDAY    11 a.m. -1 p.m. 
TUESDAY SPECIAL 
Fish & Chips - English style batter dipped 
Fish and French Fries All you can eat    * 1B29 
ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM 
NEWLOVE 
APARTMENTS 
FURNISHED 
LEASING SEPT. 15th- 
JUNE 15th 
Second & Third Floor at 
521 E. Merry- $65 Each Student 
Lower Floor 521 E. Merry 
$55 Each Student 
Apts. at 1470 8. 1490 Cough St. 
$65 Each Student 
Apt. 824 6th St. - $55 Each Student 
ABOVE MENTIONED APTS. ALL 4-MAN 
Leasing June 15th to September 15th 
$130.00 per month 
Each Apartment Includes: 
Two Bediooms 
Carpeted and diapes 
Approximately 31 teet ot storage 
Coppertone stove and matching refrigerator 
Separate air conditioning and heating system 
Gas water sewage furnished 
Four persons each apartment 
All buildings are new 
Located three blocks from campus 
laundry facilities in each building 
NEWLOVE REALTY 
328 South Main St. 
Phone 353-7381 
these bob beers ford 
SPECIALS - FOR FEBRUARY 
OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 28,1973 
TUNE-UP Front End Transmission 
ANY M \ k 1 
ANY MODEL 
Alignment Special 
*r will.. ANY MAKK - FORM ONLY I Llieck compression ANY MODEL 
2 (lean ur replace we will... 
spark plugs 
we will... 1  Koad test lor trjri' 
3 Replace points L mission operation 
condensor 1   Adjust caster 2 Drain transmissionoil 
4  Adjust carburetor & 2. Adjust camber & refill with new oil 
aulo choke 3 Adjust twin 3 Replace transmission 
5 Set engine liming 4 tenter steering wheel oil pan gasket 
6 Check spark plug 5   Inspect all shocks 4 Clean oil pickup screen 
wires A electrical 6 Inspect front 5 Adjust bands 
connections suspension 6  Inspect transmission 
7 Clean batterv 7 Road test steering leakage 
terminals it cables action 7 Road test to insure 
8 Tighten all hose proper operation 
clamps it check (or 
coolant leaks I'HKVKNT COSTLY 
!* Replace distributor TRANSMISSION 
cap il needed REPAIRS 
10 Scope engine on Sun due to loose bands & 
scope dirly oil 
11    Ai1ii.ttlanhf.lt 
 J 
—PARTS DEPARTMENT SPECIAL- 
FREE OIL FILTER WITH OIL CHANGE 
Sql Quaker State oil. oil filter, labor 
With this Coupon, expires Keb 28.1973 
FULL PRICE'6.95 
r__»5 OFF—, .—*2 OFF. .—*5 OFF — 
BOB III I H- FORD BOB III I II- FORD 
TISE-UP 
You save "5 when you 
redeem this coupon 
at Beers Ford 
expires Feb 2a 1973 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
BOB BF.F.RS FORD 
FRONT END 
ALIGNMENT 
You save "2 when you 
redeem this coupon 
al Beers Ford 
II 
i! 
TRANSMISSION 
SKRVICK 
You save T> when you 
redeem this coupon 
at Beers Ford 
Phone 353-5361 and ask for "Shep". 
bob beers ford 
1089 N. Main  Bowlingjreen^O^ 
Osgood is the same caliber 
of wrestler as O'Neil 
Bellard s.nd a win over 
O'Neil would have given the 
Klashes the nioiuenluni that 
<ould have changed ihe 
outcome of the Intel 
In the IWpound contest 
DlVC Wolfe of Howling 
llreen outpointed KSU'l Huh 
Shamakian M Wolfe is 
now ti-2 in dual meets 
Kent State puked up five 
wins Saturday with William 
Morgan 112(1 beating BG's 
Tom Han   5 '-' 
l.es Arko 1142) lost his 
third match in six outings 
when kST s loin I'ernan 
beat hun. 114 
JOHN O'BRIKN ol Kent 
State shutout BG's Mike 
Melting 4 0 In the next 
match Dave Nicsct ol 
Bowling I; r e e n was 
decisioned hv Joe DiFeo, u 
4. 
In the heavyweight bout 
BG's Tom Kail lost to Bob 
Poweski, 4 1 
loach Bellard said he was 
happy MKII the way his team 
looked Saturda) 
"We wrestled fairly well 
hut not as well as we're 
capable of wrestling." he 
said 
WITH THE FINAL score 
showing Hi; ahead by only- 
six points 121-151. Bellard 
was asked if he thought Ihe 
Kalcons won on Ihe 12 points 
the Klashes gave away on 
forfeits Bellard said he 
didn t think so 
You tend to relax more 
when you know you are 
ahead by that many points at 
the start of the match, 
although I think it would 
have been a closer match.'' 
Bellard said 
I'e added that some of his 
wrestlers would have been a 
little sharper if the point 
difference hadn't occurred 
at the start of the meet 
WE'RE DOING 
IT AGAIN! 
15% DISCOUNT TO 
UNIVERSITY FACULTY, STUDENTS 
& EMPLOYEES ON ALL FOOD 
PURCHASES 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
945 
S. MAIN 
PH. 
353-7675 
LITTLE PLEASURES 
Love is expressed in actions. Giving is the 
highest form of this action. Little Pleasures 
can fulfill your giving needs. 
We have Lamp Oil and Lanterns. 
A Little Cold Duck - Come 
on down and see us. 
We have dirty cards 
■ 
Joooooooooooocl 24 N. Mai 
TUESDAY NIGHT 
GET 
3 LARGE COKES FREE 
DOMINO'S 
With the order of any 
large pizza 
For the best Pizzas 
Delivered Hot, Fast and Free 
Call 352-5221 
SAVE    the     NEWS 
KEY Senior PortraitsFebl9to24Ca|l372-0086Toda^ 
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Central falls, 87-80 
BG breaks home loss skein 
By Kenny While 
Assistant Sport* Editor 
The scene was the small office OH the 
second flcMir of the Anderson Arena 
after last night s win over Central 
Michigan 
Sitting calmly in the stuffy cubicle 
was the leader ol the Falcon hoopsters. 
coach Pal I'alev I*is team had just 
snapped a lour game losing streak at 
home with an 87 80 triumph over the 
Chippewas before a sparse crowd ol 
2.795 
"The best player in the MAC is Hen 
Kelso   Haley stated sincerely 
"THE ONLY THING standing in the 
wav of him making Player ol the Year 
in the conference is that he's playing 
for Central Michigan and they are 
newcomers to the league 
The reason lor all ol this praise 
directed at the Chips ace was his 
outstanding performance against r><< 
after I'alev had designed a delense 
attempt to stop the leading SCOICI 
All Ben I Butterbean I Kelso did was 
connect on 55 per cent of his shots 115 
for 27) and sink three foul shots in 
scoring a game high 33 points for the 
upstart Chippewas 
'He's one ol  the  most  outstanding 
voting gentleman  I  have evei  mel  in 
the   world  ol   spurts       I'alev  added 
I'm  really glad  that  this is his last 
year and I wish him all the luck in the 
pros 
For the first lime in II games the 
Falcons hau then cannons loaded by 
shooting a respectable 51 percent from 
I he Field   It): hit on 33 ol 68 tries from 
the iiooi and connected on 17 of 28 
shots from the charily stupe 
CORNELIUS CASH. Brian Scanlan 
and Jack Wissrnan wound up shooting 
till pci  cent or better from the Moor in 
what Haley termed as a   shootout 
'We just had three guys pulling the 
ball in tin'hole.'  I'alev explained 
The two teams played Ul i 35 point 
stand oil in the lust hall Central bad 
maintained a five point advantage 
alter breaking a 14 14 deadlock with 
12 02 remaining 
In the second half both learns began 
hitting its shots in a torrid pace before 
the Chips hit a cold spell    Hi, then 
MAC 
Overall     MAC 
W-L W-L 
Miami 13-7 7-1 
BOWLING GREEN  10-10 (-3 
Toledo 12-9 5-4 
Ohio II 13-7 4-4 
Central 12-10 3-5 
Kent 8-12 3-5 
Western 6-14 1-7 
Saturday 
Miami 69. Ohio64 
BOWLING GREEN 73. Western 69 
Central 69. Eastern Illinois68 
Toledo 72, Kent 69 
Last Night 
BOWLING GREEN 87. ( entral 80 
Tonight 
Loyola (Chicago) at Western 
Tomorrow 
BOWLING    GREEN    vs.    Cleveland 
Stale 
Kent State vs Akron 
Cincinnati at Ohio 
mounted an II point bulge 164-531 with 
9 41 left in the game. 
Central once again found (he range 
late in the period as it cut the Falcon 
lead lo six 182-761 with 111 remaining 
in the game All Central could gather 
in the final minute was two buckets, 
while BG added five to secure the win 
The Chippewas  record dipped to 12- 
10 overall and 3-5 in the conference. 
"The guy  (Dick Parfitt. Central's 
coach i   does  an  outstanding  job  of 
coaching   that   learn.''   Haley   said 
They just play and play and play." 
The Chips' menlor was not available 
for comment after the game because 
he was doing an inner-burn over the 
officiating of the game in his team's 
lockerrocmi 
Central was called for 28 personals to 
Bowling Green's 15 
I'igh scorer for the Falcons was 
Scanlan with 25 points Cash added 23 
while Wissman and Jeff Montgomery 
chipped in 15 and 14 respectively 
The Falcon jayvees deleated (he 
Defiance College yearlings. 71-57, in 
(he preliminary game 
N.wspnet. by Co.1 Said 
This  was one Ben  Kelso (tight)  didn't get.  Kelso 
scored   33   points  in  Central's  87-80  loss  to  the 
Falcons last night. Bowling Green's Cornelius Cash 
has the ball. 
St. Cloir here tonight 
Bucks slow icers' surge 
Newsphoto by Corl Sold 
Skip Howard pulls down one of his four rebounds 
against the Central Michigan Chippewas last night 
at Anderson Arena. Howard had eight points. 
CMU's Pat Bock battles Howard. 
By Fred R Ortllp. Sports Editor 
The SI C'lair College Saints invade 
(he Ice Arena tonight at 7 30 (o face the 
Falcons, who. for the second straight 
season, heal Ohio Slate on a Friday in 
Columbus and lost al home Ihe 
following nighl 
That was Ihe case last weekend when 
Bowling Green edged (he Buckeyes, 6- 
5. in sudden death overtime al the OS!' 
Ice Kink. then lost. 6 3. Saturday al the 
lee Arc.ta 
SI Clair. which HG has beaten two of 
three limes in the last three seasons, 
dropped a 6-1 and 10-0 decisions to Ohio 
Slate earlier in (he season 
"WE COME INTO our building and 
we re just as light as a drum." said 
coach .lack Vivian after Saturday's 
loss 11 was the second in the last eight 
games for BG, now 11-17 overall and 4- 
8 CCHA 
Missing passes by inches, missing 
the goal by this much I guess it's be- 
cause we're young.'' he said "We out' 
shool (hem 23 9 in (he second period 
and score but one goal i lo OSU'l two! 
1 don't know It's just another thing 
that makes (his year really some- 
thing 
Snoozing cagers edge 
hapless Broncos, 73-69 
OSU forged a 4-2 lead af(er one 
period as 3.569 fans-lhe largest this 
year- looked on in wonder Chuck 
Gyles slapped one home at the buzzer 
that would have made il 4-3. but il was 
a second too late 
IF THERE WAS a turning point in 
the game, it was the second period in 
which the Falcons outshot the Buck 
eyes. 23-9. but found themselves still 
losing. 6-3 
"Tonight, for one of Ihe few times 
this season. H was our inability lo 
score goals." Vivian said 
"Other nights we've put plenty of 
pucks in the net. but we had too many 
scored against us. Sometimes it's the 
defense, other limes its Ihe goal- 
tending You go back through Ihe sea 
son and see that Ihe pieces aren t 
lilting together " 
Bowling Green could generate little 
offense in the third period The Falcons 
managed only three shots on net 
through the first 10 minutes of the 
period and ended with II. most of 
which were easily handled by Dan 
Slergiou 
ON FRIDAY NIGHT (he Falcons 
look a 3-0 lead early in the second 
period before OSl' cashed in on three 
of four power play opportunities to tie 
the game going into the third stanza 
Hob Dobek got one of the goals 
Which marked the eighth straight 
game he scored a goal -a team record 
Dobek put (he Falcons up 4-3. early 
in Ihe third period, but (lord Peters .in 
swcicd to lie it at 4 4 Then at the 4 22 
mark Hugh I'renticedellected one past 
Terry Miakolcal lo put the Buckeyes 
ahead lor the first tune 
However unlike the Jan 27 loss in 
Columbus when KG blew a two goal 
lead the Falcons didn't fall apart 
Gord McCosh gol a power play blast al 
the 5 S3 mark lo tie the score at 5-5 and 
set  Ihe  stage  lor  sudden death over 
lime 
AT THE 5:11 mark ol overtime Huh 
\agai slapped al a bouncing puck from 
about 25 leel out Slergiou got his glove 
on it hut couldn't slop il 
The Buckeyes were beaten at home 
for the lust  tune since Jan    14   1972 
when Howling Green topped OSl'  8-3 
The home win streak had reached 15 
games 
Ironically, H was that Jan 14-15 
weekend last year (hat KG won the Frl 
day game at Columbus and lost (he 
Saturday contest at home. 2 1 
Who s to say you've gol the udvan 
tage   when    you    play   down   Ihere 
a skill Vi 
eat lier 
together 
i Columbus I the first night' 
vian     "You're    together 
thinking   about    the   game 
traveling logeihci   Maybe ihe advan- 
tage is with ihe team ih.it s traveling 
Miskolczi, who had :,2 saws Friday 
and :tti Saturday  set two team records 
at Columbus 
The Hi. goaltender shutout the Hucks 
lor 23 minutes lb seconds Frtdaj lo 
inmc ins scoreless slung to H>4 24 His 
52 saves Friday gave him 55.'* tor the 
season   which   breaks   Haul  Gal.iskis 
1989-70 mark ol r06 
CCHA 
Overall   CCHA 
W-LT     W-L       Pts. 
LakeSupenoi       1844     9-3       26* 
St Louis 20 10 0    9-3        18 
Ohio State 17-6-1       6-4 12 
BOWLING GKV   1117 0     4-8 8 
Ohio II i IS 0       0-10 0 
vincludes tour 4-|n»uH games 
Last Weekend 
BOWLING GREEN 6-3. I lino State 5-6. 
1st game OT 
St  Louis6 II  Ohio I    2 4 
Wisconsin State 5-4 LakeSuperiot 3-8 
Tonight 
St   Clair at BOWLING GREEN. 7 30 
p.m 
By Kenn) White 
Assistant Sports Editor 
KALAMAZOO,   Mich   It   Hip  Van 
Winkle had evei needed a sedative to 
get back to sleep Ihe action the 
Falcons cagers generated Saturday 
afternoon would have been just  what 
Ihe doctor ordered 
Coach I'ai Haley's club, playing as 
(hough il had (aken a couple Smiiiiicx 
instead ol salt tablets pulled out a 73 
69 triumph over Ihe hard-luck Western 
Muhigan  Broncos  before  3.200 spec 
tatorsal Read Fieldhouse 
The foul line proved (o be the margin 
ol  victory  for HG after  it  held oft a 
strong comeback attempt i>\ Western 
which dropped its seventh conference 
till ineighl outings 
sports 
WITH 52 SECONDS remaining in the 
second half. Westerns Frank Avers 
put his team to within one point of HG 
170491 when he connected on a five 
foot jump shot 
After a BG field goal attempt went 
awry. Jeff Lessig fouled WMU's 
leading scorer Mike Steele wilh 36 
seconds left on the clock. 
Steele a 53 pel cent lice throw 
shooter had a one anil one silu.ition 
and all opportunity lo put his team in 
Ihe lead 
He missed the first Offering, and 
there  was a  wild  scuttle  lor the re 
bound steole and KG s Brian Scanlan 
fought lor the ball but Scanlan fouled 
Steele 
ONCE MOKE STEELE went to the 
line with ,i one and one situation   His 
offering caromed oil (he hoop ami was 
rebounded In Scanlan who was in (urn 
fouled b> Western s Hob Sent/ with 30 
seconds left on the clock 
Scanlan who was seeing Ins I list 
action in a week attel lighting a l»uH ol 
Ihe I In  sank his one anil one giung HG 
a "2 69 advantage 
Scanlan also sank another lice throw 
alter being fouled with 13 seconds left 
which secured the victory !or HG 
" We were luck) lo gel out ol there 
alive Scanlan said while sipping on a 
sott drink in the HG lockerrooin "1 gol 
a little tired out there because I in still 
out of shape 
BG. WHICH SAW its ch.inces lor a 
MAC championship go down the drain 
lasi week when the Falcons lost to 
Miami did not tike the lowly Broncos 
as just another opponent. Scanlan said 
I was up for the game because 1 had 
missed a week ol action he said As 
lor the performance, the gu\s may 
have been in a rut or something You 
get a little tired ol Ihe same routine 
Scanlan   who has been the Falcons 
'Mr Clutch'' most of the year, re- 
lieved Kon Weber in the first hall and 
finished the game with 20 points 
His 13 points in the lust hall pre 
vented the Broncos from pulling away 
in Ihe early going The two teams were 
deadlocked al 33-all at intermission 
after Western  Michigan  lost a slim 
three-point  11 H  lead 
Jell Montgomery added 19 points to 
the winning cause while Skip Howard 
chipped in 17 Jeff Lessig totaled 10 
points and Cornelius Cash finished with 
JVs lose, 78-77 
KALAMAZOO The Falcon junior 
varsity basketball team 14-6* lost its 
luial road game of the season. 78-77. to 
Western Michigan's .IV squad (7-41 
Saturday 
Howling Green's John Arnold scored 
a game-high 27 points and had 13 
rebounds 
SI. Sales was top point man for the 
Broncos with 24 markers 
THE JUNIOR Falcons trailed 39 34 
at halftone 
Howling Green shot 37 per cent from 
the field compared to 47 per cent for 
W estern The Falcons held a 63-60 edge 
in the rebounding department 
Other scorers for KG were Kevin 
Brake. 15. Andre Richardson. 15. Dave 
Altaian, II. Ron Grayson. six. and Kip 
Young, two 
Defense 
Top scoring forward lay Meyers of Ohio State (loft) gets taken off tho puck by 
Bowling Green s Kevin MacDonold in octron at the OSU Ice Rink Friday. The 
Falcons broke OSU'l 15 game home win streak with a 6-5 overtime victory, but 
lost to the Bucks, 6-3, Saturday at the Ico Arena 
Wottle wins Astro mile in 4:00.3 
News Special 
HOUSTON, Tex -Olympian Dave 
Wottle ran one of the fastest miles in 
the world this season in winning the 
Astrodome Federation Indoor 
championships Saturday night 
Wottle. the Bowling Green middle- 
distance ace. look Ihe lead with one 
and one-quarter laps lo go and beat 
Marty Liquori of the New York Ath- 
letic Club. Reginald McAfee of North 
Carolina and Jerome Howe of Man- 
hattan Track Club 
Wottle's time of 4 00 3 is his fastest 
this season McAfee and Liquori were 
second and third with 4 00 4 and 4 01 3 
respectively 
CRA1G MACDONALD. the only 
other Bowling Green runner in the 
championships, knocked almost 12 
seconds off his personal best in the 
Iwo-mile run to finish ninth with a lime 
of 847 0 II was the best time by a 
Falcon in the two-mile this season. 
Former Bowling Green star and one- 
time All \merican Sid Sink finished 
second in the two-mile with an 8:37.5 
Wottle will pass up the US Olympic 
Invitational meet in New York's Madi- 
son Square Garden this weekend to run 
with the Bowling Green team in the 
Central Collegiate Conference meet at 
Eastern Michigan 
This will enable us to score as best 
we can in the meet    coach Mel Brodt 
said 
Wottle will anchor the distance med- 
ley relay on Friday night and run the 
open mile and two-mile Saturdav 
Cagers split 2 with ONU 
Bowling Green's women's basketball 
teams split their games last weekend 
with Ohio Northern in Ihe Women's 
Gym. 
Judy Hrause scored 10 points and 
Cathy Copeland nine, but the BG A 
team dropped a 36-33 decision   Gail 
Allen scored <2 points and Linda Hardv 
had nine as the B team ripped ONU. 35- 
20 
Both teams are in action this Satur- 
day at 1:30 p.m. against Miami in the 
Women's Gvm. 
